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Introduction

Ben Mitchell

Gerry Leonidas

T

T

his catalogue accompanies the student typeface
exhibition hosted in conjunction with Brighton’s
Ampersand Conference, an annual web typography event put
on by Clearleft/Fontdeck.
The exhibition is the first of its kind in welcoming
submissions from design schools anywhere in the world,
the only requirement being that students must have created
their typefaces as part of their studies within the last two
academic years.
This inclusiveness means that students have submitted
work created for varying purposes and from different
perspectives. We have engaged students from as far afield
as Chile and Japan, from full-time courses devoted wholly
to type design as well as from courses that cover typography
only as a short module within a broader programme. As such,
the exhibition is intended as a panorama of typographic
education, showcasing the diverse interpretations of what
it means to design a typeface, and hopefully enabling crosspollination of influences among the upcoming generation of
type designers.
It is with great pleasure that we invite you to take a peek
behind classroom doors around the world, and to share with
you the enthusiasm and innovation going on in type design
education today.
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en or twenty years from now, we will be looking
at these years as a turning point in typeface design. It
will be easy, with hindsight, to identify the importance of a
mature community of type designers with a growing supply
of new typefaces, and channels to promote and discuss
innovation. We will be pointing to the rapidly growing
number of words being read on screens of all kinds, and the
unstoppable internationalisation of typographic styles, and
the typefaces that support complex typography in a growing
number of scripts. I am certain that we will talk of webfonts
and browser-based solutions as the bedrock of a global
typography that is pervasive, but also refined, and enabling.
And we will not be surprised that typeface design is now
being taught as an element in many design courses, and as
a complete subject in ever more schools. We will think it is
only natural that typeface design is established as a disicpline
for higher studies, and a discreet domain for research and
scholarship.
It is also a safe bet that some of the names featured in
this book will be very familiar to us. Type design students
of today are bringing impressive skills and an ability to
contribute fresh ideas to a field that continues to evolve. The
work featured here not only reflects its time well, but also
promises a future of invention and originality. We have every
reason to look forward.
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☞
The Typefaces

Adam Hadraba
Czech • Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

T

his as-yet-unnamed set of icons was created as a
part of my Bachelor’s thesis on the fictional subway in
Brno. The icons resulted from a thorough study of the Avenir
typeface and therefore would boost the style greatly in all
signage. A full set of 250 icons in both negative and positive
execution is coming this fall.

▶▶hadrbabaa@gmail.com
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Adam Reeves & Patrick Colgan
British • University of Brighton, UK

P

avilion typeface was initially inspired by the
unusual shapes found found in the grounds of Brighton’s
Pavilion Dome. With these shapes in mind we aimed to create
a typeface that was legible and sensible but also represented
the playful spirit of Brighton. We hope that the end result is
a typeface that can be used in multiple situations effectively,
but is also visually interesting compared to other sans serif
typography.
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Adrià Gómez
Spanish • EASD Serra i Abella, Barcelona

W

ake is a subtle sans serif. Subtle round corners,
subtle increases between weights and a subtle slant
angle in the italics. Wake is fresh and new, versatile but with
personality. The font works especially well on screen and in
digital environments, in addition to this, the open shapes
and large x-height keep it legible at small sizes.
Wake is a type family of 8 styles: 4 weights plus italics,
making it well-suited for a wide range of versatile tasks such
as brochures, magazines, posters, websites, headlines or
logotypes.

▶▶adrigoms@gmail.com
▶▶www.behance.net/adriagomez
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Adriana Leites
Portuguese • ESAD Matosinhos, Portugal

L

ira, elegant and delicate. A high contrast, narrow,
seriffed, roman typeface with a modern flair, specially
designed for headlines and big text sizes due to the thin and
carefully refined details. The combination of straight and
tall stems with thin serifs and gentle endings of letters like
〈a〉 and 〈r〉 convey a certain sophistication and refinement,
making this font ideal for fashion and decoration magazines,
as well as luxury contexts.

▶▶adrianaalvesleites@gmail.com
▶▶@adrianaleites

Hazards to avoid:
inadequate kerning,
misuse of white space

&

badly
justified

text.

Lira

elegant & delicate
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Agata Pietraszko
Polish • University of Arts, Pozna�, Poland

A

rin is a medium contrast serif typeface, drawn with a
smooth stroke modulation.
It consists of both lowercase and capital letters extended
with some OpenType features.
All the capital letters were intentionally designed
slightly shorter in order to give space for the diacritics, as
the typeface was originally created to harmonise with the
Polish language.

▶▶a.pietraszko@hotmail.com
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Maecenas varius, dui quis fringilla sagittis, lacus erat luctus sapien, at cursus erat lorem non ante

off the hook fishing

anterenate
EACH TEAM HAS AN OWNER-OPERATOR THAT IS A SHAREHOLDER IN THE LEAGUE

17 czerwca 2012 roku

żółconą różę
Chickens may occasionally fly briefly
„Na końcu każdego rozdziału umieszczony jest numer rozdziału,
zwykle inny od kolejnego, do którego można przejść w przypadku
alternatywnej lektury powieści. W tej sytuacji po rozdziale 42 korzystamy z sugestii (75) i sięgamy po siedemdziesiąty piąty rozdział (...)”
Po człowieku, który ukończył siedemdziesiąt lat, niewiele wedle słów Dawida
możemy już oczekiwać; jedynie kilka zręcznych wprawek, tego czy innego
wariantu i nadmiaru powtórzeń. Aby uniknąć owej monotonii lub choćby ją złagodzić, zdecydowałem się, powodowany być może nierozważną gościnnością,
zebrać różnorodne tematy, które podsunęła mi pisarska rutyna. Po zwierzeniu
następuje parabola, po sonecie wiersz wolny bądź też biały. U zarania czasów,
tak uległych wobec mglistych spekulacji i nieodwołalnych kosmogonii, nie
mogły istnieć zjawiska poetyckie lub prozaiczne. Wszystko przesycone było
magią. Thor nie był bogiem piorunów. Był piorunem i bogiem.
Dla prawdziwego poety każda chwila życia, każde wydarzenie powinno mieć
wymiar poetycki, tak bowiem jest w istocie. O ile mi wiadomo, nikt dotąd
nie osiągnął stanu owej głębokiej świadomości. Browning i Blake bardziej niż
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ktokolwiek inny zbliżyli się do celu; próbował również Whitman, lecz jego
poetyckie wyliczania nie zawsze wykraczają poza bezduszne katalogi. Nie
dowierzam szkołom literackim. Uważam, że są pozorowaną dydaktyką, służącą do uproszczenia tego, co głoszą, ale jeśli miałbym już przyznać, skąd
wywodzą się moje wiersze, rzekłbym, że z modernizmu, tej eksplozji wolności, która odnowiła wiele literatur, posługujących się wspólnym narzędziem,
językiem hiszpańskim, i bez wątpienia dotarła aż do Hiszpanii. Rozmawiałem
kilkakrotnie z Leopoldem Lugonesem, człowiekiem samotnym i wyniosłym;
miał on zwyczaj odchodzić od tematu dyskusji, aby mówić o swoim „przyjacielu i mistrzu, Rubenie Dario”. Uważam nadto, że powinniśmy akcentować
podobieństwa. Rozdziały są więc uzupełnione o krótkie fragmenty dialogu
oraz wycinki z gazet. Nikt dotąd nie osiągnął stanu owej głębokiej świadomości.
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Alberto Carnero
Spanish • European Design Institute (IED),
Madrid, Spain

P

ublia is a wedge roman serif for text and headlines
typeface based on the Roman woman. The lines of the
characters follow the women’s Roman clothes and their
bodies. A modern classic.
With strong shapes and generous height, it’s a perfect
typeface to use in small sizes and looks nice large as well.
Publia is designed to thrive under the adverse conditions,
and with very good readability at 6pt.

▶▶hello@albertocarnero.com
▶▶@aletritas
▶▶albertocarnero.com
▶▶detipografia.com
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Aleksandra Samuļenkova
Latvian • Royal Academy of Art (KABK), The Hague,
Netherlands

P

ilot is a condensed typeface family with a distinctive
character and slightly nostalgic flavor. Pilot’s three
weights and their corresponding italics provide rich
typographical variety for any kind of display use. This family
was planned as a condensed design; it is not derived from a
regular width.

▶▶aleksandra.samulenkova@gmail.com

BORN TO BE CONDENSED
****** narrow, distinctive, nostalgic ******

Pilot

3 weights s
& 6 style

FLYINGIGH
H

Pilot Light
Pilot Light Italic
Pilot Regular Pilot Italic
Pilot Black Pilot Black Italic

************************

***********************

*************************

************************

***********************

*************************

The literature on nostalgia
is quite thin, but there are
a few studies that explains
its peculiarity exhaustively
Retro-futurism is usually
exploring theme of tension
between past and future,
it seeped into our culture

A vague and constant
desire for something
that does not exist
is known as �������
The future, of course,
does not exist except
as an act of a strong
belief or imagination

The term ‘space
opera’ is often
used to denote
low-grade read

� END � DAYS
Post-apocalyptic
ﬁction shows all
sorts of disasters

MADE BY ALEKSANDRA SAMUĻENKOVA IN THE HAGUE AND ARMED WITH A SPECIAL SET OF UNDERLINED SMALL CAPS
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Alessia Mazzarella
Italian • University of Reading, UK

M

y intention is to design a typeface that addresses
typographic problems of multi-script settings for
Oriya and Latin, bringing variety and dynamism in style
to both scripts. Most existing Oriya typefaces adopt a
monoline approach whereas this project aims to provide an
alternative modulated design for more complex typography.
This typeface will provide a variegated range of weights and
styles with individual personalities held together by a set of
distinctive features.
(And there is a balloon donkey.)

▶▶hello@alessiamazzarella.com

animalizing nihilism

hardgravy
ପରିଶ୍ରା ଯରୀକ୍ରା କରରାଇବରାର

ଟମାଟର
anyone bring an extra bag

କଳା ବାନର ଡଗର
freshest psittacism

harmony in the parts of a whole
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Alex Cervera Hidalgo
Spanish • EINA, Barcelona, Spain

K

elm is a text font conceptually inspired by the
Golden Type, William Morris’ typeface designed for
his Kelmscot Press. Its low contrast with strong terminals,
generous x-height and short ascendents and descenders
perfectly suit magazine and newspaper design, printed with
low quality paper where strong terminals are demanded and
space economy is a must. Looking back to refresh the future.

▶▶alexcerverahidalgo@gmail.com
▶▶@alxcervera
▶▶www.alexcervera.com

Kelm Font
AÀÁÄÂÃÅBCÇDEÈÉËÊFGHIÌÍÏÎJKLMNÑ
OÒÓÖÔÕPQRSTUÙÚÜÛVWXYŸZÆŒ
aàáäâbcçdeèéëêfghiìíïîjklmnñ
oòóöôpqrstuùúüûvwxyÿzæœ
0123456789 €$£¥¢
!¡¿?"'()*+-_,.:;<=>@[\/]‘’“”
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Regular

Alfonso Federico García
Argentinian • University of Buenos Aires

Títulos

12/12

F

austina is a font designed for newspaper print, having
in mind the necessity for space saving that it is needed in
printing media.
It has ruggedly constructed characters for low quality print.
The large x-height, semi-condensed proportions, plus open
counters are characteristics that make Faustina a font that
works naturally in small sizes, without losing its grace. Best
set at 8 to 10 points.
This font is intended to be a choice to set news in Spanish,
following my observation that most Latin newspapers use
north American or European fonts.
Currently only the regular variant is finished.

▶▶alfonsof.g@gmail.com
▶▶www.behance.net/alfga
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latinoamericanas
elmundo.es. Barça 3 - Rayo 1. Entre Messi y Villa, esa pareja, se guisaron y
comieron al Rayo. No fue un festival gastronómico, sino una reconciliación futbolística. Relativamente sencillo para el Barça, aunque no demasiado lucido. Un paso más en el rearme moral del equipo, tan tocado hace
no mucho. Enésimo triunfo en el tránsito del futuro campeón, basado
en tres jugadas casi idénticas, con pases exactos al desmarque y la pólvora a punto ante el gol. [Narración y estadísticas (3-1)]. Como el martes
ante el Milan, Messi y Villa posaron felices ante las cámaras, pendientes ellas de cualquier gesto. A la libre interpretación quedan ahora
los guiños más sonrisas, como antes las voces y reproches. Quizá los
aficionados de toda la vida prefieran quedarse con sus movimientos en
los goles, sincronizados, solidarios, resolutivos. Eso (y no lo otro) fue lo
que acabó con el Rayo, un rival tan digno como inofensivo.

Negra

itálica

Regular
8,5/10

Portugués. del www.folhadesaopaulo.com. O jogo só não foi mais tranquilo por falta de aplicação são-paulina em diversos momentos. A chuva
constante atrapalhou os dois times e os gols saíram em bola cruzada de
escanteio. Aos 18min, Edson Silva só desviou a bola que sobrou no escanteio,
e fez 1 a 0. “Achei que estava impedido, não vi o bandeira correndo, por
isso fui discreto na comemoração”, admitiu o zagueiro.Foi aos 30min
que saiu o segundo gol do time tricolor, com o outro defensor, Rafael
Toloi, de cabeça, desviando bola cruzada por Jadson em falta. A tranquilidade foi ameaçada com o gol de Ligger, de cabeça, sozinho, aos
46min da etapa inicial, fazendo 2 a 1. Um gol que deu um fôlego ao
time do interior para a etapa final. A esperança de empate acabou quando
Luis Fabiano fez 3 a 1, aos 24min, em chute de pé esquerdo na corrida,
após lançamento de Jadson. A vantagem trouxe relaxamento e o Oeste

AÀÁÃÄÅÂĂĄĀÆBCÇĆČDĐĎEÈÉËÊĚĔĖĒĘFGĠĜĞĢHĦIÌÍÎÏĮJKĶLĹŁĿ
ĻĽMNŇÑŅOÓÒÕÖÔŐØOEPÞQRŔŘŖSŠŜŚŞȘTŤUÙÚÜÛŮŨŬŲŰVW
XYÝŸZŻŽaàáãäåâăąāæbcçćċĉčdďeèéëêěĕėēęfgġĝğģhħiìíîįïjkķlłŀļľmnň
ñņŋoóòõöôőōøoepþqrŕřŗsšŝśşßtţťuùúüûůũŭųűvwxyýÿzźżž0123456789
0123456789012340123401234/01234¼½¾⅓⅔0123456789+−×÷=≠≈±¬∞<>≤≥°
◊∫ΠΔ√πΩμ∂ℓ℮fffiﬃflfïfìThctstch .:…,;‚‘’„“”’”‹›«»~^()[]{}/\|¦ †‡*•·_- – — ¡!¿?&
¤$¢€£¥₧ƒ$€£¥₧ %‰ # ªº¶§©®™Qg†‡§ – – – – – – – – – – > {FAUSTINA}

10/10,5 Inglés. del www.newyoktimes.com. Li Keqiang, in his first
comments as China’s prime minister, laid out a vision on Sunday of a more equitable society in which
environmental protection trumps unbridled growth
and government officials put the people’s welfare before their own financial interests. “Corruption and the
reputation of our government are as incompatible as fire
and water” Mr. Li told reporters at the Great Hall of the
People. Speaking on the final day of the legislative session that installed a new generation of leaders, Mr. Li
vowed to ease impediments to private investment, rein
in the powerful interests that dominate large sectors
of the economy and scale back an unwieldy, intrusive
bureaucracy that he acknowledged often frustrated
entrepreneurs and citizens. The new government, led

Regular
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Hausdurchsuchungsbefehle

Sueco. del www.svd.se. Jag trodde verkligen inte att det
skulle bli något. För vem tror att 131 länder efter två
veckors segdragna förhandlingar i FN skulle kunna
enas om ett dokument som handlar om sex och våld?
Det är nämligen förvånansvärt många som inte alls vill
skriva på gemensamma papper om att avstå från att slå,
våldta eller kränka kvinnor. Än mer främmande är att en
kvinna skulle få bestämma över sin egen kropp. Det var
de vanliga spelarna som hade invändningar: Vatikanstaten. Iran. Saudiarabien. Libyen. Sudan. De oroade sig
för att det skulle rubba civilisationen om halva befolkningen fick mer att säga till om. En efter en ströks och
kompromissades punkterna. Till slut satte sig nästan
bara Muslimska brödraskapet i Egypten på tvären – det
fanns fortfarande antydningar om för mycket frihet för

Alemán. del www.badische-zeitung.de. Das ist unser zentraler Beitrag. Natürlich haben wir auch Vorteile davon,
wenn wir schneller vorangehen und nicht auf den Letzten warten, der mitgehen will, der vielleicht auch ganz andere Voraussetzungen hat. Das wird sich als großer Vorteil
für unsere Wirtschaft und unsere Gesellschaft erweisen.
Also: Ich bin dezidiert der Meinung, dass in einem Land
wie Deutschland im Allgemein und in Baden-Württemberg im Besonderen mit einer langen, erfolgreichen
Tradition in Forschung und Entwicklung auch solche
technologischen Zielsetzungen realisiert werden können, die andere noch nicht erreicht haben. Nebenbei:
Das machen wir ja jetzt schon . Wir sind innerhalb der
Europäischen Union eine deutlich höhere CO2-Verminderungspflicht eingegangen, im Weltmaßstab gilt das

una pareja con químicay
[Zemřel bývalý politik Rudolf Battěk]
In Finland, New Premier is Seeking Justice
Presupuesto de 548 millones de pesos para el 2013
Esloveno. del www.ljubljanskenovice.com. Z osmimi veleslalomskimi stopničkami v sezoni je
najboljša veleslalomistka v zgodovini in se je na
drugem mestu skupno izenačila z Američanom
Philom Mahreom (1981/82); pred njima je le
Elanov Šved Ingemar Stenmark, ki je desetkrat
prišel med prve tri v sezonah 1978/79 in 1980/81.
Maze je dosegla 13. zmago v karieri v veleslalomih in deli peto mesto na večni lestvici, z 11.
zmago v sezoni pa je peta smučarka doslej, ki
ji je to uspelo po Avstrijki Annemarie Moser
Pröll, Švedinji Anji Pärson in Lindsey Vonn ter
Švicarki Vreni Schneider; slednja ima s 14 zmagami rekord iz sezone 1988/89.

Checo. del www.lidovky.cz. Kedysi bol takmer v
každej dedine fungujúci kamenný mlyn. Avšak v
30. rokoch sa uskutočnilo najväčšie vymieranie
kamenných mlynov v histórii ľudstva. Kamenný
mlyn nahradil mlyn s oceľovými valcami. Aký
je rozdiel medzi mlynom, ktorý melie s mlynskými kameňmi a moderným mlynom, ktorý
melie s oceľovými valcami? Spolu s kamennými
mlynmi vymrelo aj poznanie našich praotcov
o technike šetrného mletia obilia, pri ktorom
zostávajú všetky živiny zo zrnka zachované,
hlavne obilný klíčok. Kamenný mlyn poháňaný
elektrickou energiou:), ktorý sme vybudovali
vo firme v Nemecku pred 25 rokmi je vydarenou

Turco, del www.zaman.com.tr. Pamukkale Üniversitesi Çocuk Hastalıkları Anabilim Dalı Öğretim
Üyesi Doç. Dr. Dolunay Gürses, hamilelikte
alkol ve sigara kullanımının çocukta doğumsal
kalp deliklerinin oluşmasını tetiklediğini
söylüyor. Bu hastalıkta tedavi zamanlamasının
çok önemli olduğuna dikkati çeken Gürses, “Tedavi zamanı kaçırıldığında hastaların ameliyat
şansları bile ortadan kalkıyor. Hamilelikte 18-22
haftalar arasında anne karnında bu tür sorunları
tarayabiliyoruz. Özellikle kardeşlerinde kalp
deliği olması halinde, anne ve babada veya
ailede bu tür hastalık varsa erken tarama daha
da önemli. Hastalıklarda tanıdan sonra izlem

Croata. www.slobodna dalmacija.com. Mirno i
odlučno prepričava to Eugen Dobrić, 36-godišnji
diplomirani inženjer grafičke tehnologije iz Zagreba, jedan od žrtava kredita u ‘švicarcima’, koji
je ovih dana javno svjedočio na zagrebačkom
Trgovačkom sudu u sporu udruga “Potrošač”
i “Franak” protiv banaka. Eugen je otac
šestomjesečne djevojčice i za dva mjeseca trebao bi doktorirati na zagrebačkom Grafičkom
fakultetu, a on i supruga, tadašnja zaručnica,
još 2007. godine u RBA su podignuli dva kredita
vezana valutnom klauzulom uz švicarski franak.
Od tada do danas, umjesto da se to dvoje mladih, visokoobrazovanih ljudi, raduje prelasku iz
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German • Central Saint Martins, London, UK

T

his stencil typeface was originally created as a
physical stencil cut out of oiled manila and then later
digitised. I wanted to keep the essence of its original physical
form as well as I could. The typeface works in a larger format
so its stencil-like details can be appreciated, but also in a
body copy where it creates a nice reading texture.

▶▶@alissafulton7
▶▶alissafulton@gmail.com
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Alissa Fulton

naast fraaie voorbeelden van egyptische papyri en antieke inscripties,
bezit het museum een uitgelezen verzameling voorbeelden uit de
westerse boekgeschniedenis. allereerste zijn er de boeken die vanaf
de late oudheid tot aan het eind van de middeleeuwen met den hand
werden geschreven en verlucht. aan het eind van die periode werd de
boekdrukkunst uitgewonden. van de vroege producten van die nieuwe
techniek bezit het musem een brede en representatieve verzameling,
die samen met handschriften het hart van de oude collectie vormt.
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Ana Dorado
Argentinian • EINA, Barcelona, Spain

W

isna was originally designed for Nordic
mythology books, and inspired by Celtic scripts.
Named after a woman warrior, it is feminine but strong: it
resists hard conditions. It offers optimum legibility even in
small sizes, and can be printed with high pressure methods
(such as letterpress), due to its medium contrast and strong
serifs. It looks its best with plenty of white space around it.
Details of this typeface include a complementary uppercase
alphabet; alternative lowercase “a”, and “g”, and a big set of
ornaments.

▶▶anadorado@gmail.com
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Anna Czuz
Polish • University of Arts, Pozna�, Poland

T

ramal is a blackletter, display typeface, with high
contrast and a tight letter spacing designed to be used in
headlines and short texts. It is a modern interpretation of a
late medieval manuscript lettering combined with graphics
used in traditional printmaking (mainly woodcut and
linocut). The use of the broad nib as well as the quill were a
foundation of the letterforms’ design. Tramal typeface also
includes graphic solutions from the other kinds of broken
script, mainly fraktur and kurrentschrift.

▶▶czuzamen@yahoo.com
▶▶www.behance.net./czuzamen
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bold

regular

Annelies Devriese
Belgian • St Lucas School of Science and Arts,
Ghent, Belgium

the quick brown fox the quick brown fox
jumps over the
jumps over the
lazy dog
lazy dog

L

ulu is a font based upon various grids which have been
configured to create one regular, one bold and two
italics. The two italics enable identification of a quote within
a spoken text or you can choose the preferred italic. The fonts
are monospaced and are interchangeable.

▶▶http://anneliesdevriese.tumblr.com
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abcdefghijklm�
nopqrstuvwxyz
lulu is a font based upon various grids
which have been altered in order to
create one regular one bold and two
italics the two italics enable identification
of a quote within a spoken text or you can
choose the preferred italic the fonts are
monospaced and are interchangeable

lulu is a font based upon various grids which have been
altered in order to create one regular one bold and two
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Anton Drachuk
Belarusian/Polish • University of Arts, Pozna�,
Poland

T

his is my BA diploma font called Bertau. It is a font
inspired by the typeface used in Bernh. Tauchntiz Jun.
publishers’ books in English and German languages in the
mid-19th century. Learn more about the publishers here
www.tauchnitzeditions.com
I am trying to reinterpret this fine typeface into a digital
version; thus preserving some original details, ligatures,
oldstyle numbers and shapes originally designed to work in
English and German (and expanding the number of glyphs
for multi-lingual usage), imitating the effect of letters being
printed as they were in the 19th century by making slight
irregularities in the proportions and widths. Let me know
what you think about it!
The work is still in progress: Italics, Caps, Sans Serif, Slab
Serif will be added to the font family as soon as I make them.

▶▶facebook.com/jimi.hyphen.neko
▶▶jimi-neko.com
▶▶info@jimi-neko.com
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Anton Studer
Swiss • Zurich University of the Arts,
Switzerland

C

ross-media projects are becoming more and more
important now that visual communication is not limited
to paper and print anymore; rather a wide mixture of medias
is used to communicate. As many different media are used to
communicate with the customer, typefaces have to work well
in many different situations.
Medien is designed to be used on almost all media. Its basic
structure fits well to the grid made by pixels but when used
in printed matter you’ll not notice that fact. The Medien
font family was created during the diploma work of the first
MAS in Type design at the University of the Arts in Zurich by
Anton Studer.

▶▶www.nouvellenoire.ch
▶▶info@nouvellenoire.ch
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Ariadna Botellé Miró
Andorran • Bau Design College, Barcelona, Spain

T

his typeface consists of representing a series of
pictograms based on a popular fairytale. The interest
of my work needed a design that works especially the
modulation of the line and the shape, that is the explanation
of the difference between certain zones of the typography.
From another perspective, there’s the stroke discontinuity.
The explanation of this second point is as simple as my
opinion: less is more.
Last but not least, the square as a letter format is the only
obligation that was given to us in the design assignment.
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Azza Alameddine
Lebanese • University of Reading, UK

S

ila is is the link between aesthetics and function,
character and discretion, pixel and high definition,
versatility and purpose, bold and thin, left and right.
It was designed as a web font for Latin and Arabic
languages as part of the Type Design Masters program at the
University of Reading.

▶▶@3azalam
▶▶azza@azalam.com
▶▶www.azalam.com

And then �e said

“ I refuse to put the word

Handgloves

أو هي كقطوع املشعالدن

Oops!

Hahahahaha!”
� ♥ � � � � ��
i <� emoticons
حرام عقلها مش معـ�ـا أبدا
SeriouSly, i hAve printed it
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exa�ly 25,107 times
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A new humanist typeface, special for texts with big personality and short space, designed by Bea Canut

Bea Canut
Spanish • European Design Institute (IED),
Madrid, Spain

L

ucas Sans is a humanist, sans serif typeface, best used
for short texts or headers. Due to its slightly condensed
shapes and the balance between the edgy angles and curves,
it gives an elegant and distinctive appearance to all texts.
Having completed the regular weight for the Specialization
Course in Typography (IED Madrid), it’s being improved
to achieve a full family and be part of the digital foundry
Comando Cran.
Bea Canut is a graphic designer and typographer based
in Madrid. Having cofounded the design practice PLAN B
WORKS, she’s a member of the multidisciplinary typography
platform Comando Cran.

▶▶bea@planbworks.eu
▶▶@beacanut
▶▶www.planbworks.eu

LUCAS SANS

Efficient · Practical

WHAT A GOOD TYPEFACE FOR SHORT TEXTS SHOULD ALWAYS BE

Célèbre, heureux et allègre
Quanto ragion qui vede, dir ti poss’io; da indi in là t’aspetta pur a Beatrice, ch’è opra di fede

WINIFREDA LOVES ME
Y sin embargo, Quim Monzó afirma que «Chikilicuatre canta bien»

Spricht nicht Deutsch noch
I love to learn new languages, keep teaching me!
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Ben Mitchell
British • University of Reading, UK

L

umen, the lightbringer, is a typeface for intercultural
dialogue as Burma emerges cautiously from decades of
isolation. The family includes multiple styles in Latin, Thai,
Burmese and Greek (not shown), designed around the needs
of complex, hierarchical typesetting.
Lumen has a range of OpenType features for the discerning
typographer, plus plenty of useful symbols including IPA
characters.

▶▶ohbendy@hotmail.com
▶▶@ohbendy
▶▶ohbendy.tumblr.com
▶▶www.behance.net/benmitchell

Garden of Liberation
« the sphere of neither perception nor non-perception »

ေထရဝါဒဗုဒအ
� ယူဝါဒ ☸ นิกายเถรวาท

Bamboo & Deodar Cedars

zanthoxylum
พุทธศักราช [pʰút·tʰá·sàk·kà·ràːt] ★ သာသနာ သက�ရာဇ် [�àðənà �ɛʔkəɹɪʔ]

☞ Red Pandas

message of the mystics:
Sabbe sattā averā abyāpajjā anīghā sukhī attāna� pariharantu

alqualond�
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Bernardo Margulis
Venezuelan • The Cooper Union, New York, USA

F

or my original typeface I partnered with Acapulco70
to create a custom typeface to brand the blog and books.
After some research, we decided to do a fun and playful, yet
very readable display face with nods to broad-pen strokes,
but a very contemporary look.

▶▶b@bernard-o.com
▶▶www.bernard-o.com
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Carlos de Toro Hernando

BORN

Born Regular
A mediterranean typeface by Carlos de Toro

Born is a humanistic typeface based on
traditional calligraphic forms, but with
some new features in its endings, strokes
and drops, that provide a more open,
fresh and actual look. It also has a big X
height, so it offers a high legibility even
at small sizes.
Born typeface, borned in Barcelona city
at early 2013, bears the name of one of
the most pinturesque Barcelona districts,
on the shores of the Mediterranean
takes together the old and the traditional, and also the multicutural stuff and
new trends, blending these in its narrow
and winding streets, creating a symbiosis
between tradition and modernity. This is
a Mediterranean type, which it's open to
new times.

Spanish • EINA, Barcelona, Spain

B

orn is a humanistic typeface based on traditional
calligraphic forms, but with some new features in its
endings, strokes and drops, that provide a more open,
fresh and actual look. It also has a big x-height, so it offers
high legibility even at small sizes.
Born typeface, born in Barcelona city in early 2013,
bears the name of one of the most picturesque districts
of Barcelona, on the shores of the Mediterranean. It
mixes together the old and the traditional, and also the
multicultural stuff and new trends, blending these in its
narrow and winding streets, creating a symbiosis between
tradition and modernity. This is a Mediterranean type that
is open to new times.
Born Regular includes: uppercase, lowercase, alternative
glyphs of the above, normal ligatures, lining numerals and
symbols and punctuation marks.

Born Regular includes:
Uppercase, Lower case, Alternative
glyhps of the above ones, normal Ligatures, Uppercase numerals and symbols
and punctuation marks.

▶▶hello@carlosdetoro.com
▶▶@carlos_bull
▶▶www.carlosdetoro.com
▶▶http://born.carlosdetoro.com

www.carlosdetoro.com
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Carlota Novo Gonzalvo
Spanish • Aula D Design School, Vigo, Spain

C

ontemporary geometric sans serif design that was
inspired by British model Twiggy. The reason why this
font was named after the model was because of her thin legs.
This font has a thin weight, it is condensed and it has a
large x-height.
Since the stroke of this font is so small, it can only really be
used in large sizes and mainly as heading work on posters,
flyers and packaging. However, as a thin font, it offers that
classy, elegant but also fun and happy feel to a design. This
font is not made to be used for body copy.

▶▶carlotanovo@gmail.com
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Catalina Brenes Robleto
Costa Rican • EINA, Barcelona, Spain

S

chiele is a book typeface with a contemporary
approach, inspired by the Austrian Expressionist art
movement.
Its intensity creates an organic and vibrant texture
through angular contours and sharp forms. The result
reflects the essence and drive of Expressionism. It is a
modern design with a strong personality whether you read
it small or at larger sizes.

▶▶Catalina Brenes Robleto
▶▶catalinabr07@gmail.com
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Chorong Kim
South korean • ESAD Amiens, France

P

hynong is a typeface family of bilingual Latin-Thai
characters for use in multilingual publishing. It enables
texts to be set in Thai and most Latin scripts.
By limiting the contrast in its design, each script retains its
own personality while sharing several characteristics with
the other. Especially, it offers a real Thai italic instead of a
slanted upright. Currently there are two versions (roman,
italic) but the other weights will be accomplished soon.
Phynong is modern without being neutral, fun while
remaining robust. It can be adapted to the layout design of
language learning books, or for multilingual magazines.

▶▶rongyang81@hotmail.com
▶▶www.chorongkim.com
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Phynong is a typeface family of bilingual latin-thai characters for use in multilingual publishing. It enables texts to be
set in Thai and most Latin scripts.
By limiting the contrast in its design, each script retains its
Text
typeface
for Latin
and Thai
script
own personality
while
sharing
several
characteristics
with
the other. Especially, it offers a real thai italic instead of slanted
roman. Currently there are two versions(roman, italic) but
the other weights will be accomplished soon.
Phynong is modern without being neutral, fun while remaining
robust. It can be adapted to the layout design of language
learning books, or for multilingual magazines.
พี่น้อง เป็ นชุดตัวอักษรสองภาษา ประกอบด้วยอักขระละตินและ
ไทย ส�าหรับการพิมพ์หลายภาษา โดยจะรองรับการพิมพ์ ในภาษา
ไทยและการพิมพ์อักขระละตินส่ วนใหญ่
ด้วยการก�าหนดขอบเขตของความแตกต่างในหน้ าตาของตัวอักษร
แต่ละตัว ตัวอักษรเหล่านี้ จะยังคงมีเอกลักษณ์ ในตัวเอง ขณะทีย่ ัง
สามารถอยู่รว่ มกับตัวอักษรอื่นๆได้ ทีส่ า� คัญ ชุดตัวอักษรชุดนี้ น�ำเสนอ
ลักษณะตัวเอียงในอักษรไทยที่แท้จริง แทนการน�าตัวอักษรไทยแบบ
ตัง้ ตรงมาเอียงโดยอาศั ยเทคนิ คทางคอมพิวเตอร์ ชุดตัวอักษรนี้
ประกอบด้วยตัวอักษรแบบตัง้ ตรงและแบบเอียง ซึ่ งตัวอักษรในน�้า
หนั กอื่น จะส�าเร็จในภายหลัง
พี่น้อง เป็ นชุดตัวอักษรที่ทันสมัยโดยไม่ดเู ป็ นกลำง ดูสนุ กแต่แข็งแรง
สามารถถูกปรับใช้ ในงานออกแบบประเภทหนั งสื อสอนภาษา หรือ
นิ ตยสารที่ ใช้ ทงั ้ สองภาษา

nธ
nธ
Phynong พี่น้อง

Latin Alphabet «n», uni006E
Phynong regular

Thai Alphabet «ThoThong», uni0E18
Phynong regular

Latin Alphabet «n», uni006E
Phynong italic

Thai Alphabet «ThoThong», uni0E18
Phynong italic
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Christine Gertsch
Swiss • Royal Academy of Art (KABK), The Hague,
Netherlands

A

llonghata is a lively type family especially
designed for setting playful texts such as poems,
songs, magazine covers, or greeting cards. Two styles with
different personalities may be combined: a more formal,
yet flourishing version for reading sizes and a playful happy
script version for headings. Lots of ligatures and alternates
embellish the display version. In continuous text, three
different ascender and descender lengths create a visual
melody.

▶▶www.christinegertsch.net
▶▶c@christinegertsch.net
▶▶@typelady

Koninklijke Academie van Beeldende Kunsten

Type and Media 2012
After one year of sketching, sweating and swearing the

�l�on��at�
TYPEFAMILY HAS ARISEN
A cursive text typeface for poetic or play�ul texts with

a�com��n�i�� �cr�pt ve�i�ns

Christine Gertsch
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Claudia Rivera
Mexican • EINA, Barcelona, Spain

V

erita is a typeface designed for non-fiction books,
The regular version has large, wide counters. The type
creates a comfortable reading rhythm, and besides the
specialized dimensions, works in different long text bodies.
The x-height is large, making it possible to read at small
point sizes. On the other hand, the letter apertures are wide
giving it a dynamic and modern touch.

▶▶info@claudiarivera.org
▶▶claudiarivera.org
▶▶@ClaudiarEstudio
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Daniel Megías Senso
Spanish • EINA, Barcelona, Spain

H

m

elio typeface was designed for text reading in
popular science books. The design is wide with
generous internal spaces. It has a large x-height and the
ascenders are higher than uppercase, which gives the
level of readability needed to address complex issues like
scientifics. For this reason, the design of the numerals and
mathematical characters also has essential importance.
Helio has a square appearance, a symmetrical axis and slab
serifs that give a modern and rational character.

rc
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m

ar

ju

sa

tu

te

J

▶▶senso.ltd@gmail.com
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We can divine the composition of the
Sun (in which helium, named after
the Greek sun god Helios, was first
found); of magnetic A stars rich in
europium; of distant galaxies analyzed through the collective light of a
hundred billion constituent stars.
Astronomical spectroscopy is an
almost magical technique.
It amazes me still.
Auguste Comte picked a particularly
unfortunate example.
If Venus were soaking wet, it should
be easy to see the water vapor lines in
its spectrum. But the first spectroscopic searches, attempted at Mount
Wilson Observatory around 1920,
found not a hint, not a trace, of water
vapor above the clouds of Venus,
suggesting an arid, desert-like surface, surmounted by clouds of fine
drifting silicate dust.
Further study revealed enormous
quantities of carbon dioxide in the

Podemos adivinar la composición del Sol
(en el cual se descubrió por primera vez el
helio, nombrado a partir de Helios, el dios
griego del Sol); la composición de estrellas
magnéticas A ricas en europio; de galaxias
lejanas analizadas a partir de la luz que
envían colectivamente los cien mil
millones de estrellas integrantes.
La astronomía espectroscópica es una
técnica casi mágica. A mí aún me asombra.
Auguste Comte escogió un ejemplo
especialmente inoportuno.
Si Venus estuviera totalmente empapado
resultaría fácil ver las líneas de vapor de
agua en su espectro. Pero las primeras
observaciones espectroscópicas, intentadas en el observatorio de Monte Wilson
hacia , no descubrieron ni un indicio,
ni un rastro de vapor de agua sobre las
nubes de Venus, sugiriendo la presencia de
una superficie árida, como un desierto,
coronada por nubes en movimiento de
polvo fino de silicato. Estudios posteriores
revelaron la existencia de enormes
cantidades de dióxido de carbono en la
atmósfera, con lo que algunos científicos

{

QUANTUM BIG BANG
3−{−2+1−(−8)}−2+[−3−(−2)+2]=−5

Energy cannot be created or destroyed, it can only be changed

PO

SE

ID

C=2πr E=mc2 F=m·a

ON

2 Zn+4 HNO3 º 2 Zn(NO3)2+2H2

x=√2 (4+7)−3 ≠ 93÷2

∞
60

∫sec2 xdx = tanx+C ¼+¾ =1

Only two things are infinite,
the universe and human
stupidity, and I'm not sure
about the former.
Albert Einstein

ALPHA CENTAURI ORION SUPERNOVA

ß±å=ª −72≥−15x+21y
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Daniel Perraudin
German • Royal Academy of Art (KABK), The Hague,
Netherlands

D

ato is a type family with two Italics for Serif & Sans.
It is designed to work best in corporate design, brand
communication and editorial.
Having more than one Italic (in either Serif or Sans) is
quite a new concept in type design; having two Italics across
a typefamily however is unpreceded. The Roman — as well
as the “normal” Italic A — are timeless, neutral and subtly
elegant, whereas the upright Italic B can be used for a more
expressive flavor. Both Italic A and Italic B, go well with the
corresponding Roman. Every style amongst the six styles
per weight is clearly recognizable as part of the same family;
for example, all three styles of Dato Serif share the same
construction with their Sans counterpart, as well as metrics.

▶▶info@bureau-perraudin.com
▶▶www.bureau-perraudin.com
▶▶@danielperraudin
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T H EY W E R E B U I L D I N G A

Dave Foster
Australian • Royal Academy of Art (KABK), The
Hague, Netherlands

B

lanco is intended to be a high-quality and legible,
classic typeface without the dusty feeling many serifs
often have. It is designed to perform well in small sizes
for extended reading in print. Aesthetically its sturdiness
is influenced by typefaces like Plantin, Caslon and
Fleischmann.
Blanco was created as the final graduation project for the
Type and Media masters in Den Haag at the Royal Academy
of Art.

▶▶hello@davethedesigner.net
▶▶http://davethedesigner.com
▶▶@davethedesigner

GALLOWS

outside my cell. I’ve got 25 minutes to go.

They gave me some beans for my last meal. With 23 minutes to
go. But nobody asked me how I feel, I’ve got 22 minutes to go.

The Sheriff said:

“Boy, I’m gonna watch you die.”
So I laughed in his face and I spit in his eye, with 18 minutes to go.

NOW HERE COMES THE

PREACHER
FO R T O SAV E MY S O U L
And he’s talking bout’ burnin’ but I’m so cold, I’ve 12 more
minutes to go. Now they’re testin’ the trap and it chills my
spine, 11 more minutes to go. And the trap and the rope aw
they work just fine, got 10 more minutes to go.
Well I’m waitin’ on the pardon that’ll set me free, with 9
more minutes to go. But this is ain’t the movies so forget
about me, got 8 more minutes to go.

WITH MY FEET ON THE TRAP AND

MY HEAD IN THE NOOSE
4 MORE MINUTES TO GO

I can see the buzzards,
& I can hear the crows.
1 more minute to go. And now

I’M SWINGIN AND HERE I

64

Gooooooooooooo!
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David Ucles Belda
Spanish • Escola d’Art i Superior de Disseny (EASD)
Alcoi, Alicante, Spain

M

y typeface, “datube”, is a modular display design.
Its name comes from the first two letters of my
name and pipe. It is a modular typeface consisting of three
modules: the line, the straight corner and the round corner.
Its main features are that all the corners are rounded except
the upper right. This feature is reversed in the letter “o”, in
order to differentiate the “o” with the “d” for readability.
Because of this, some letters have a small serif on the top
corner.
Another characteristic is that the x-height is small. The
lowercase letters have followed the same pattern as above.
Finally this typeface is meant for small holders or some text.

▶▶Fantasys.33@gmail.com
▶▶www.behance.net/davidub
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Dot Georgoulas
Australian • University of Reading, UK

N

ari is a youthful serif typeface family in Latin and
Gujarati. It is a contemporary design to be utilised in
exhibition literature and publications specific to the needs of
multi-script textsetting.
The design was developed during the Master of Arts in
Typeface design 2011 – 2012.

▶▶dot@typeoffice.com
▶▶www.au.linkedin.com/in/dotgeorgoulas

���
��� �� ���

mughal design style

Národni (Praha)

grand ephemera
68

milan
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Eduard Inglés Ruiz
Spanish • EINA, Barcelona, Spain

T

he aim of the project was to design a typeface for
novels. Focusing on the sci-fi literary genre, the
challenge was to achieve the creation of a typeface that
performs well in the design of sci-fi books where big
possibilities, spaces and different characters can meet at
the same period of time. Saifai is a humanistic typeface
combining two worlds: organic and linear. A mixture of
both forms creates a big contrast fulfilling a nimble and
dynamic reading rythym.

▶▶eduinru@gmail.com
▶▶@EduardIngles
▶▶www.eduardingles.com
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Elena Papassissa
Italian • University of Reading, UK

D

r jekyll & miss Hyde is a multi-script typeface family
in Armenian, Greek, Cyrillic and Latin for magazines
and children’s books.
It was designed to work in text and in headings at display
sizes. Its forms are funky and strong in personality when
used large, elegant and dynamic when set in text.

▶▶design@elenapapassissa.it
▶▶www.elenapapassissa.it

Summertime!
Like a donkey on a wa�e
Η γάρ σιωπή τοίς σοφοίσιν απόκρισις.

1983, crazy ladies©
Այսօր հրավիրած ասուլիսում «տապ օգնություն»

Τιμή και σοφία

հրճվանքի
σοφιστικέ και κομψό
Александр Михайлович Родченко

Octopus & cumbia
72

I WISH YOU A GOOD NIGHT
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Emil Kozole
Slovenian • Academy of Fine Arts & Design,
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

T

ypometry is a display typeface inspired by
geometrical forms with a modern feel. It is a
hybrid between old and new, earth and space, retro and
contemporary, real and unreal. Same letters are made with
different patterns and fills and can be combined to create
headlines, posters or illustrations.

▶▶emil.kozole@gmail.com
▶▶@emilkozole
▶▶emilkozole.com
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Erin Fitzsimmons
American • The Cooper Union, New York, USA

S

pright is a lively typeface in the tradition of fairytales
and fables. As a children’s book designer, I recognized
the need for a typeface that evokes the timeless magic and
whimsy of classic storytelling, without being informal or
childish.
It features a tall x-height for maximum readability by
nightlight or flashlight under the covers, uniquely animated
serifs to bring any story to life, and a spirited Italic to
compliment the Book.
Spright was selected to appear in the Communication Arts
Typography Annual 3 (January/February 2013).

▶▶egfitz@gmail.com
▶▶@erinferdinand
▶▶efitzdesign.com

Spright

TYPE@COOPER

. 2011—2012.

by E R I N F I T Z S I M M O N S

A lively typeface for the lovers of books & tellers of stories, both young and young at heart.

ABCD E F G H I JKL M N O P Q RS T U V WX Y Z

Book
24 pt.

vivacious,spirited,& merry
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

IMAGINARIUM

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Italic
24 pt.

A MAD TEA-PARTY

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

O

NCE U PON A TIME,

there was a table set out under a tree in front of the
house, and the March Hare and the Hatter were
having tea at it: a Dormouse was sitting between
them, fast asleep, and the other two were using it
as a cushion, resting their elbows on it, and talking
over its head. “Very uncomfortable for the Dormouse,” thought Alice;
“only, as it’s asleep, I suppose it doesn’t mind.”¶The table was a large one,
but the three were all crowded together at one corner of it: “No room!
No room!” they cried out when they saw Alice coming. “There’s plenty
of room!” said Alice indignantly, and she sat down in a large arm-chair

“Come, we shall have some fun now!"
thought Alice. “I’m glad they’ve begun
asking riddles.—I believe I can guess that,"
she added aloud.¶“Do you mean that you
think you can find out the answer to it?"
said the March Hare.¶“Exactly so,” said
Alice.¶“Then you should say what you
mean,” the March Hare went on.¶“I do,”
Alice hastily replied; “at least—at least

at one end of the table.¶“Have some wine,” the March Hare said in an
encouraging tone. Alice looked all round the table, but there was nothing
on it but tea. “I don’t see any wine,” she remarked.¶“There isn’t any," said
the March Hare.¶“Then it wasn’t very civil of you to offer it," said Alice
angrily.¶“It wasn’t very civil of you to sit down without being invited," said
the March Hare.¶“I didn’t know it was your table," said Alice; “it’s laid for
a great many more than three."¶“Your hair wants cutting," said the Hatter. He had been looking at Alice for some time with great curiosity, and
this was his first speech.¶“You should learn not to make personal remarks,"
Alice said with some severity; “it’s very rude."¶The Hatter opened his eyes
very wide on hearing this; but all he said was, “Why is a raven like a writing desk?"

Book
10/14

he said, turning to Alice: he had taken
his watch out of his pocket, and was
looking at it uneasily, shaking it every
now and then, and holding it to his ear.
Alice considered a little, and then
said “The fourth.”¶“Two days wrong!"
sighed the Hatter. “I told you butter
wouldn’t suit the works!” he added
looking angrily at the March Hare.

Book
11/16

—LEWIS
CARROLL

Book
16/24
32/35

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Bold
24 pt.

I mean what I say—that’s the same thing,
you know."¶“Not the same thing a
bit!" said the Hatter, and here the
conversation dropped, and the party sat
silent for a minute, while Alice thought
over all she could remember about ravens
and writing-desks, which wasn’t much.
The Hatter was the first to break the
silence. “What day of the month is it?”

“It was the best butter," the March Hare replied. “Yes, but
some crumbs must have got in as well,” the Hatter grumbled:
“you shouldn’t have put it in with the bread-knife.”

Quizzical & playful elephants
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
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Florian Runge
German • University of Reading, UK

T

he nomad typeface tribe consists of a range of
versatile styles and weights, balancing identity and
efficiency to cover themes of both formal and informal
content. It is a true hyperpolyglot, writing numerous
languages in multiple scripts.
While its natural habitat is at the crossroads of referential
and literary work, by nature a Nomad’s home is flexible.
It enjoys discovering the unknown and adapts to new
situations with great ease.

▶▶hello@florianrunge.com
▶▶@FlorianRunge

Picturesque Realms
Encyclopedia of Flora & Fauna

Пища таи унести
The Himalayas (हिमालय: hima [snow], ālaya [dwelling]) is a
mountain range in Asia separating the plains of the Indian
subcontinent from the Tibetan Plateau.

Forces of Nature
Polyglotism is a term for a person who can master various
languages. Such person is also referred to as a Hyperpolyglot.

The Art of Navigation
unesco world heritage sites of nepal

यायावर देवनागरी
देवनागरी जब आप हिसी िाम िी शुरुआत िरें, तो असफलता से मत डरें और
उस िाम िो ना छोड़ ें. जो लोग इमानदारी से िाम िरते िैं वो सबसे प्रसन्न िोते िैं.

The Voyage of the Nomad
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Revolutionary Smile
Francisca Garrido Ferrer
Chilean • University of Buenos Aires, ArgeNtina

V

ictoria script was born from my interest in starting
with a handmade lettering language and interpreting it
formally into a digital typeface.
Inspired by Mauricio Amster’s lettering work, Victoria is a
high-contrast display typeface loaded with expressiveness, to
be used in medium and short length texts.
Victoria Script is a typographic project developed under
completion of my Specialisation in Typography Design at the
University of Buenos Aires, Argentina, in the years 2011 and
2012.

Victia Script® es un homenaje al lettering de Mauricio Amster.
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Giuseppe de Cesare
Italian • European Design Institute (IED), Madrid,
Spain

Z

arina is a sans serif typeface with calligraphic features,
big white spaces and outstanding contrast between
curve and line designed for small text.

▶▶www.gdcesare.com
▶▶giuseppe.decesare@gmail.com
▶▶@gdcesare

zarina sans

.....................................................................................................................................................

Anna di RUSSIA (1693 ⁄ 1740) • Michel FOKINE (1880 ⁄ 1942)

CAMERINO 43

Ultimo biglietto! 135€ · 117£ · 13,960¥ · 182$ È tardi ormai?

«schiaccianoci»
Ballando e saltellando di palo in frasca, volavo leggiadro
Buscaba, paseando en el bosque, un conejo con sombrero, una niña vestida de azul debajo de unas setas gigantes.

.....................................................................................................................................................

marﬁl · ﬂorencia · shefﬁeld · zafferano · µord · fin
.....................................................................................................................................................

La nascita del balletto russo coincide con la fondazione dell'Accademia di Danza
presso il Teatro Mariinskij di San Pietroburgo nel (1738) diretta dal Maestro francese
Jean Baptiste Lande durante il regno della zarina Anna di Russia (1693-1740). Quando,
nel 1762, Caterina “la Grande” salì al trono, la sua festa per l'incoronazione fu un imponente spettacolo di danza per il quale furono impiegate circa 4.000 persone. Vennero invitati dall'Italia e dalla Francia maestri di balletto per organizzare l'evento.
.....................................................................................................................................................
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890 abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
OLDSTYLE

SMALLCAPS

ÆŒæœ&.,-:;?!¿¡…–(/)[\]{|}“„”‘‚’‹›«»*†‡º'"ª§¶@®©%‰$$¢¢££¥¥€€+±<=>·÷⁄^~•
ÅÇÉÑÒØÜåçéîñòøü|·⁄½¼¾¨¬¯°

.....................................................................................................................................................
Zarina Sans, free download http://myfonts.com
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© Giuseppe de Cesare, 2011 www.giuseppedecesare.com / estudionariz.com
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Group Project
�cole Superieure d’Art de Lorraine, Metz, france

M

essine is an ongoing custom type design project
at Lorraine School of Fine Arts in Metz, France.
The Messine type family has been designed by students
with guest type designer Alejandro Lo Celso, PampaType,
Argentina, and Jérôme Knebusch, teacher at the school.
The typefaces are designed for specific sizes and uses.
Messine Titrage is intended for titles at large sizes, Messine
Quotidienne for daily text exchanges. ¶ First workshop
[January 2011] with Nicolas Roussel, Romain Gamba, Julie
Luzoir, Guilaine Harnist, Fanny Woimant, Francis Ramel,
Sung Yee Jung, Soraya Sanuan Bornay. ¶ Second workshop
[June 2012] with Céline Kriebs, Romain Gamba, Bernard
Gissinger, Aude Schmittheisler, Gaïa Fyot, Eric Chapuis,
Francis Ramel, Audrey Perreira, Fanny Woimant, Isaline
Rivery, Esther Kauffenstein. ¶ The next workshop is planned
for February 2014 with further extensions, like a sans serif
versions for signage. ¶ Messine Titrage has recently received
an honorable mention in the titling category of the Fine
Press Book Association student type design contest.

† Titrage ¶ ,
MQvRg&?
for spéci al i fj 1 2
5 8 [ occasions »
Ab;gMz3
c Quotidienne
9 for ffl k p 2 daily : ) use .
© Messine Titrage & Messine Quotidienne | École Supérieure d’Art de Lorraine | Metz | France | 2013
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Hannah Blows
English • University of Brighton, UK

I

have created a display typeface developed from an
exploration of forms and textures found on the Brighton
Undercliff Walk. The shapes of the giant concrete sea
defences struck me as very typographic forms. This type was
originally developed to work as 3D objects. The different
textures found along the path were contrasted by the vast
expanse of sea, and helped liven this 2D rendering.

▶▶actuallyhannahblows.tumblr.com
▶▶ha.blows@gmail.com
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Héctor Ramírez
Mexican • Metropolitan Autonomous University,
Mexico City

Fuencarral Regular & Italic
Fuencarral Regular & Italic 69 pt

¡Santo cielo!

Fuencarral Italic 144 pt

F

uencarral is my first typographic project. A
humanistic sans serif that combines sharp lines, little
contrast and high legibility. It was developed in Madrid,
Spain, in 2013, and has regular and italic variants, and
small caps. It includes the basic diacritics and special glyphs,
such as 〈ð, æ, œ, þ, ß, ø〉 which allow it to be used in several
languages. Compared to Fuencarral Regular, its italic variant
has a certain calligraphic spirit with radically-form-changing
glyphs 〈a, g, ß, &〉, and some ligatures. Fuencarral Regular
and Italic are the beginning of a project aiming to develop a
typographic family with different visual weights.

▶▶socks.socker@gmail.com
▶▶www.behance.net/socker

info@internet.com
Fuencarral Regular 100 pt

Aldo Manucio & Nicolás Jenson
Fuencarral Regular 40 pt

Flor de Capomo
Fuencarral Regular 82 pt

-35% off this week!

&ßâ
Fuencarral Italic 60 pt

Fuencarral Regular & Italic
A humanistic sans serif that combines sharp
lines, little contrast and high legibility. It was
developed in Madrid, Spain, in 2013 and shows
regular/italic variants, and small caps. It
includes the basic diacritics and special glyphs
«such as ð æ œ þ ß ø» which allow it to be used
in several languages. Compared to Fuencarral
Regular, its italic variant has certain
calligraphic spirit with radically-form-changing
glyphs [a g ß &], and some ligatures. Fuencarral
Regular & Italic is the beginning of a project
aiming to develop a typographic family with
different visual weights.
Fuencarral Italic 12 pt

Fuencarral Regular & Italic
Una tipografía sans serif humanista que combina
las líneas nítidas, el poco contraste y la
legibilidad. Desarrollada en Madrid, España, en el
año 2013, cuenta con las variantes Regular e
Itálica (que muestra cierto espíritu caligráfico),
versalitas y algunas ligaduras. Contiene gran
cantidad de diacríticos y glifos «tales como ð æ
œ þ ß ø» que permiten que pueda ser utilizada
con varios idiomas. Hay glifos que cambian
radicalmente de forma en su versión itálica [a g
ß &]. Fuencarral Regular & Italic es el comienzo
de un proyecto que busca desarrollar una familia
tipográfica con distintos pesos visuales.
Fuencarral Regular 12 pt

Fuencarral Regular 240 pt

Izàbella Łoiævska lives in Barça

¿señalética?
Fuencarral Regular & Italic 60 pt

Fuencarral Regular 157 pt

Citroën sedán a tan sólo 8’321£ + iva*
Fuencarral Regular 50 pt

Entre Carreteraco y Coyoacán, bebimos whisky y también mezcal
Fuencarral Italic 27 pt
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Hrvoje Živčić

A TYPEFACE BY HRVOJE ŽIVČIĆ
OF 8 STYLES IN 4 WEIGHTS

Croatian • Royal Academy of Art (KABK), The
Hague, Netherlands

Uhvatio sam Boga u malu staklenu epruvetu

M

rao ga za zbirku kolegama na Sveučilištu koji

ote is a utilitarian sans-serif typeface mainly for
reading sizes in print, influenced by neutral gothic
and grotesk designs. It is designed to work as an independent
type family but also as the companion to Blanco, a serif
typeface by Dave Foster. The two are connected by their
proportions, text-fit and shared tastes between both
designers. Their optical size, range of weights and darkness
are intended to match. The project was about finding a
balance between harmonising two separate designs into
a useful combination while maintaining their unique
characteristics. They have different influences, contrast and
tone of voice to set them apart.

u noći s 29. na 30. veljače 2012. godine i donisu mi, nakon kratke nevjerice, počeli postavljati
niz pitanja o tome kako mi je to uspjelo, u kakvim okolnostima, kojim sam se trikom poslužio,
koje su moje metode i mogu li bez sumnje dokazati da je to baš onaj pravi Bog kojeg svi traže, a ne

▶▶www.hrvojezivcic.com
▶▶hzivcic@gmail.com
▶▶@hrvojezivcic
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South Korean • Central St Martins, London, UK

regular 72

H

i&ho (AKA Hi’n’Ho) typeface was designed during
the TSI (Typography Special Interest group) stencil
workshop with Phil Baines, and was later digitized. The idea
of the original stencil version was simply to combine an italic
with a super condensed width. The name came from Phil’s
(incorrect!) way of pronouncing my name — Hyunho.

regular stencil 72

italic 72

italic stencil 72

Hyunho Choi 2013

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?&ß()[]/|\-–—;:,.
—
abcdefgHijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?&ß()[]/|\-–—;:,.
—
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?&ß()[]/|\-–—;:,.
—
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?&ß()[]/|\-–—;:,.

Q

▶▶hello@ithinksobecause.com
▶▶@everyday_stuff
▶▶www.ithinksobecause.com

R

Hi’n’Ho

Hyunho Choi

g
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Igor Labudovic
Austrian • University of Reading, UK

S

alom is a type family for complex, yet lively typography,
supporting Arabic, Hebrew and Latin. The main purpose
of this typeface is to balance all three scripts in equal
harmony, keeping in mind their individual cultural heritage.
Salom is designed to bridge challenging typography with
the outspoken voice of the streets.

▶▶hello@iltypography.com
▶▶@Iggy_Lab
▶▶www.iltypography.com

Atomic reactor!
»Zwei Dinge sind unendlich, das Universum und die menschliche Dummheit,
aber bei dem Universum bin ich mir noch nicht ganz sicher.« Albert einstein

/ٮﺸﻬﻰﻋﺒﺤﻢ

 הוא חלק, ובאופן ספציפי יותר,הארמי היא משפחה של שפות השייכים למשפחה השמית
 כתב הארמי אומץ. הכולל גם את שפות כנעניות כגון עברית ופניקית,מ האנטישמי מערב

»Mò}3ā&!A*ŋR«

عاآبضدفحه كخلَسژغنمں َمج ْم صج شگطڡرچثويئظ

החמבם אכףטת

Aramaic heb.  ארמיתis a family of languages (traditionally referred to as »dialects«)
belonging to the ( ساميSemitic,  )שמיfamily and more specifically, is a part of the
North-west Semitic subfamily, which also includes Canaanite languages such as
Hebrew and Phoenician. Aramaic ArAb.  اآلراميةscript was widely adopted for
other languages and is ancestral to both the Arabic and modern Hebrew alphabets.

high voltage!

َ کمکرسل
ربرگرفتهباشعند شکا بانم أمالحضه
ندهتر چسبانندهها افشاند اَعأل مکنندهتْان
ْ
ْ
ْ
َ
پل گپ جوَ جشنتان زغالش پرزم تکه تخ ْم َماساژش تازدننمان دال فراخوَاستهشا قلمه
The Salom type family (»Peace« heb.  ׁשלֹוםShalom; ArAb.  سالمSalām)
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Mexican • Centro de Estudios Gestalt, Veracruz,
M�xico

T

raviesa bell is inspired by humanist calligraphy
drawn with the double pencil. It has modulated strokes
and a humanistic axis varying only in the axis of the e. Large
opening with variables in a, c, e. Used for composition in
a book of poems written only for women, hence the name
emanates from the letter Traviesa Bell ’93 by JewishAmerican poet of the twentieth century Marvin Bell. And
the name of Traviesa, for its contrasting strokes both in
proportion and in balance.

▶▶azwu@hotmail.com
▶▶@MrPlastilina

sssssssss

a

you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly
you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly
you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly
you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly

beautiful inexactly
You are not beautiful, exactly.
You are beautiful, inexactly.

Imelda Vargas Roque

Traviesa
Bell
a typeface for poems books

You are not beautiful, exactly.
You are beautiful, inexactly.
You let a weed grow by the mulberry
and a mulberry grow by the house.
So close, in the personal quiet
of a windy night, it brushes the wall
and sweeps away the day till we sleep.
A child said it, and it seemed true:
«Things that are lost are all equal.»
But it isn't true. If I lost you,
the air wouldn't move, nor the tree grow.
Someone would pull the weed, my flower.
The quiet wouldn't be yours. If I lost you,
I'd have to ask the grass to let me sleep.
Marvin Bell

you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly
you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly
you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly
you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly you are not beautiful exactly

A B C D E F G H I J K L M
N Ñ O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n ñ o p q r s t u v w x y z fi fl fj
ÁÀÉÈÍÌÓÒÚÙáàéèíìóòúù
… , : ; ¡ ¿ “ ‘ ’ ” ? ! / * – — - = + ± ÷ × (123456789)
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DISPLAY

Isabel Urbina
Venezuelan • The Cooper Union, New York, USA

G

alea is a slightly condensed serif typeface with
long extenders. Its elongated proportions and graceful
terminals seek to bring femininity and elegance to any
layout. It is a display face that works well at large sizes in
editorial contexts as a headline, titling or introduction to a
text.
Galea was awarded an honorable mention by the Fine Press
Book Association (FPBA) in April 2013. The typeface is also
featured in the book “Playing with Type: 50 Experiments” by
Rockport Press.

abcdef
g hi jk l m
nopqrst
uvwxyz
ABCDE
FGHIJK
LMNOP
QRSTU
VWXYZ
01234
56789

GALEA

is a slightly condensed typeface with elongated
proportions and graceful terminals. It seeks to bring
femininity and elegance to any layout. Galea is
a display face that works well in editorial context as
a headline, titling or introduction to a text.

ggg

Designed by Isabel Urbina, in New York
City, while attending the Type@Cooper
2012 Extended Program in typeface design.

Q BIG LAUREL
“« ‹ ( { [ | & $ @ ! ¡ ¿ ?. , ; : ' " ﬀ ﬁ ﬂ ﬃ ﬄ � � © * ] } ) › »”

silent in the oak-tree
The studio was ﬁlled with the rich odour of roses

Text �om various
Oscar Wilde
novels & writings

BLACK

abcdef
ghijklm
nopqrst
uvwxyz
ABCDE
FGHIJK
LMNOP
QRSTU
VWXYZ
01234
56789
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AS WHITE AS THE FOAM OF THE SEA

exquisite sorrow

the oval stellated globe
she will dance so lightly that her feet will not touch the ﬂoor

SCENT of LILAC

the garden

BOLD

abcdef
ghijklm
nopqrst
uvwxyz
ABCDE
FGHIJK
LMNOP
QRSTU
VWXYZ
01234
56789
ITALIC

abcdef
ghijklm
nopqrst
uvwxyz
ABCDE
FGHIJK
LMNOP
QRSTU
VWXYZ
01234
56789
A tpps, el-indi y la
loca por apoyarme
en mis inventos.

ﬁ
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Jana Ludvíková
Czech • Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

M

y font, lavende, was created to gain credits in the
Fonts, Calligraphy and Type III module. It is a
reflection of the calligraphy of the French region Provence,
because I love this area: I love its culture, cuisine and nature.
As a model I used a lot of signs and inscriptions from there.
I also added an ancient texture to give a more interesting
appearance. Its practical application will be in my own little
shop with lavender products.

▶▶Ja.Ludvikova@gmail.com
▶▶www.fi.muni.cz/~xklapetk/PB029/portfolio.xhtml
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Joan Martí Gargallo
Spanish • Salesians de Sarri�, Barcelona, Spain

T

he uppercase typeface was created at the end of
2012, part of a project to create a corporate brand by
the Salesians Graphic Arts School of Sarrià in Barcelona,
Spain. As this was my first experimental contact with the
typeface universe, I created a modern font, with strong
personality, built with vigorous bar and thickness, oriented
towards headline text. Thanks to this project, I discovered
the importance of little details in each character forming a
font set.

▶▶www.joanmarti.cat
▶▶hola@joanmarti.cat
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**************************
******* Barcelona *******
**************************
-!"#$%'()*+,/0123456789
:;<=>?@ABCÇDEFGHIJKLM
NÑOPQRSTUWXYZ\_abcç
defghijklmnñopqrstuv
wxyzàáäèéëìíïòóöùúü
ªº¡&·?¿'€.
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Joanna Angulska
Polish • University of Arts, Pozna�, Poland

T

onopah is a new display typeface designed for use in
large sizes. The main inspiration for this playful font
derives from the form of a coffee stirrer. It is quite wide on
the top of the letter and narrow at the bottom. You can use it
in posters, headlines and other short runs of texts.

▶▶jouanaan@hotmail.com
▶▶www.behance.net/JoannaAngulska
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Jose Antonio Garrido Izquierdo
Spanish • Escuela Superior de Dise�o de Arag�n,
Zaragoza, Spain

·

·

A

vanth was born from the search for a display type to
use in big titles with a real personality, but trying to
keep it legible in big sizes.
Its personality is based on the small details of each letter
(unique in each one of them) using simple geometric shapes.
Its uppercase features letters with three different styles
(Light, Blank and Regular).

▶▶www.noem9studio.com
▶▶contact@noem9studio.com
▶▶@Noem9
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José María Román Gálvez
Spanish • European Design Institute (IED),
Madrid, Spain

E

screen is a functional sans-serif family that displays
legibility regardless of density. To reach this, we look
at reference typefaces for screen such as Verdana, Lucida
Grande or Phaedra.
The result is a large x-height (ensuring that at low
resolutions the forms are recognizable), open forms to
improve readability, and simplification of geometric shapes
to enhance its adaptation to hinting.
This typeface is influenced by calligraphic techniques and
has humanist features, endowing it with modulation and
personality.
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Josse Pickard
British • Central St Martins, London, UK

T

his family was formed from my love of calligraphy
and thus is quite true to the stroke of the pen. The aim
was to explore legibility and readability and the difference
between the two.
Pickard attempts to address readability by using its form to
create a flow within the text, and its sans serif counterpart,
through following guidelines of ‘a new standard of legibility’
by the German Institute for Standardisation, attempts to
address legibility. Essentially the serif is a book face and the
sans serif is intended for signage.

The less the eye is fatigued in reading a book
the more at liberty the mind is to judge of it.

-Frederic Goudy–31 on 38

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom,
it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch
of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness,
it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had everything
before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct to Heaven,
we were all going direct the other way–in short, the period was so far like
the present period, that some of its noisiest authorities insisted on its being
received, for good or for evil, in the superlative degree of comparison only.”
Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities –12 on 15

“London. Michaelmas term lately over, and the Lord Chancellor sitting in Lincoln’s Inn Hall. Implacable November weather. As much mud in the streets as
if the waters had but newly retired from the face of the earth, and it would not
be wonderful to meet a Megalosaurus, forty feet long or so, waddling like an
elephantine lizard up Holborn Hill.”
Charles Dickens, Bleak House–11 on 14

Pickard
Pickard
Sans

“I had neither kith nor kin in England,
and was therefore as free as air–or as
free as an income of eleven shillings and
sixpence a day will permit a man to be.
Under such circumstances I naturally
gravitated to London, that great cesspool
into which all the loungers and idlers of
the Empire are irresistibly drained. There
I stayed for some time at a private hotel
in the Strand, leading a comfortless,
meaningless existence, and spending
such money as I had, considerably more
freely than I ought."
Arthur Conan Doyle,
A Study in Scarlet–10 on 13.5

“It was a Sunday evening in London, gloomy,
close, and stale. Maddening church bells of all
degrees of dissonance, sharp and ﬂat, cracked
and clear, fast and slow, made the brick-andmortar echoes hideous. Melancholy streets, in a
penitential garb of soot, steeped the souls of the
people who were condemned to look at them
out of windows, in dire despondency. In every
thoroughfare, up almost every alley, and down
almost every turning, some doleful bell was
throbbing, jerking, tolling, as if the Plague were
in the city and the dead-carts were going round.
Charles Dickens,
Little Dorrit–9 on 12.5

Devon
South Molton

London
King’s Cross
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Juan Antonio Crespo Ramos
Spanish • ESAD Matosinhos, Portugal

H

i� my name is Juan Antonio Crespo Ramos, I’m from
Madrid (Spain) and I’m 23 years old.
I’m almost a Graphic Designer. I love type and illustration.
I made this font while I was on Erasmus in Porto, Portugal.
And I named it “Moimenta” because when I was finishing
it I was travelling around Portugal and I just finished it in
“Moimenta Da Beira”, which is a friend’s hometown.
So I wanted to dedicate it to that city where I felt like home
when I was there thanks to my friend João.
I hope you like it!

▶▶crjuanch@gmail.com
▶▶uwannabanana.tumblr.com
▶▶be.net/juanchocapic
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Juan José Rivas del Rio
Spanish • Estacion Diseño, Granada, Spain

L

ousiane typeface was inspired by Art Nouveau
labelling typefaces. The signage was created to easily
create beautiful compositions so that any designer can use
it. Inspired by the internet, the font is available as a free
download, a gift for you, designer friends, enjoy it.

▶▶be.net/juanjorivas
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Julia Hanft
German • Zurich University of the Arts,
Switzerland

L

ouisa is a monospaced font designed and optimised
specifically for on-screen use. Even in small sizes
the legibility is very good. The character of the font is a
combination of strong, straight elements and warm, friendly
forms. Louisa — made during the MAS in Type Design at the
Zurich University of the Arts — is available in: Regular, Italic,
Bold and Bold Italic.

▶▶hej@juliahanft.com
▶▶www.juliahanft.com
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Julia Lewandowska
Polish • University of Arts, Pozna�, Poland

B

ydgoszcz is a family of sans serif typefaces created
under the supervision of Professor Krzysztof
Kochnowicz at the University of Arts in Pozna�, Poland in
2012 – 2013.
It is a part of Masters diploma project which is a
proposition of the new brand identity of the city of
Bydgoszcz.

▶▶j.dowska@wp.pl
▶▶www.behance.net/julia_lewandowska
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Julie Janet Chauffier
French • University of Reading, UK

A

ngata is an attempt to square the circle, or rather
to semi-serif the sans. Its shapes are stretched over a
conceptual frame: semi-serifs, large x-height, open squarish
counters, proportional letters, sharp stroke modulation. To
counter-balance the semi-serifs, its axis is somewhat offkilter, keeping the reader alert.
Thanks to its lack of true vertical and horizontal lines,
Angata has a rough look, somewhere between handmade and
homemade. Like a good linen suit, it’s guaranteed to wrinkle
and look jagged on screen. Its designed negative space
mobilises letters into collective action, creating a typographic
marching tune.

▶▶info@chauffier.com
▶▶@polisloutil
▶▶www.chauffier.com
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slick dynamic trendy POWERFUL polyglot refreshing
worldly exotic exciting generous conversant yummy
sexy bold delicious merveilleux competent rhythmic
rousing fun enthusiastic modern clear skillful magic
superlative
amazing fair
irresistible
perfect wise
bright cool mysterious good professional articulate
crisp appétissant faithful incontournable literate
keen BRILLIANT chanmé fab gay intéressant smart
glossy mindful
harmonious
clever efficient
courageous
healthy super
champagne
génial earnest
kind inspired
intoxicating free extraordinary KIFFANT forwärtz
elaborate comely logical honest original beautiful
indulgent analytic hot debonair proficient loving
handsome responsive
lavish rational sunny
persuasive glamorous
erudite true agreeable
dexterous sympathetic PINK streetwise rapturous
congenial zestful cognizant tuneful adequate sharp
terrific responsive awesome ALL OF THE ABOVE
and much more

Angata

makes

you look
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Junyu Deng
Chinese • �cole de Communication Visuelle (ECV),
Paris, France

D

idime is a revival project based on the font Bodoni. It
was chosen from the book “Une Famille” published by
Édition Didier, 1853, in Paris. This project aims to digitise
and redesign this vintage printing type.
In order to get an ornamental and expressive look, this new
design has deepened the contrast between thick and thin
strokes, characterised by horizontal stress, recreated the
angled serifs with semicircles. This font has developed from
regular into italic, light and bold.

▶▶cee_jy@hotmail.com

You look mahvelous!

Shane Howard Band Gets $2,315 To Produce Their New CD

Chérie, OUI
Scream Out tO the city
LOVE & FUN
THe QueeN
Your future depends on Your dreams

MiracLEs HappEN EVErY DaY

save water
Shower with your girlfriend

Life is a game of luck
Didime
Regular/Italic/light/bold
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Junyu DeNG
www.junyudeng.com

eCV PARIS Master II
Instructor: Jean-François Porchez
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Kalapi Gajjar-Bordawekar
Indian • University of Reading, UK

M

ila is an experimental type system consisting of
weights and styles designed specifically for use in
school textbooks.

▶▶kalapi.gajjar@gmail.com
▶▶@kalapi
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Kamil Kamysz
Polish • Academy of Fine Arts, Katowice, Poland

H

optype is a screen font, designed for iPad
applications for children. Design factors were: low
screen resolution, change of orientation of text by rotating
the device and high legibility on a coloured background.
The design was based on Sue Walker’s research (2005) at
Reading University. Inspired by onomatopoeias in comic
books, I used an OpenType algorithm that makes the letters
hop, which further enhances the reading experience through
play by linking sound and text.
Result: a typeface with ascenders higher than descenders.
This makes the application designer use a higher leading
value. Hoptype has simple, wide serifs, supporting the
reading process. The slant of the special glyphs adds a
dynamic element to the text.

▶▶kamil@theverydesign.com
▶▶www.kamilkamysz.com
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Karen Parry
Australian • The Cooper Union, New York, USA

I

ndustrial strength, bold & powerful. Excellent fit
at larger sizes. Saison Display (named after a French style
of beer making) is a revival of a Miller & Ri chard typeface
called Sans Serif № 7. It has been extensively revised for
contemporary use. The larger-than-normal selection of
ligatures gives added versatility.
Saison is specially suited for book covers, posters,
magazines, initial caps, CD covers — everything display!
In future the family will include a range of text weights,
perfect companions for Saison Display.

▶▶karen@blackgraphics.com
▶▶karenparry.com

Saison Display
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
©$ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 € & * !? @ .,:; “”‘’
( ) [ ] / | fi fl ffl ffi ff ft tt ti tti th LA
©2012 graffiti sinks those rotting nations waffle@gmail.com
for headlines, initial caps, pull quotes for magazines, book covers & ads ...

PLASMOIDS

Siegfried
Sassoon
Poet. War Hero. Pacifist.

1001

totally useless tips & tucks
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n amount of order and protection was to justify much
national boasting. Daring burglaries by armed men,
and highway robberies, took place in the capital itself
every night; families were publicly cautioned not to go
out of town without removing their furniture to
upholsterers’ warehouses for security; the highwayman
in the dark was a City tradesman in the light, and, being
recognised and challenged by his fellow-tradesman
whom he stopped in his character of “the Captain,”
gallantly shot him through the head and rode away; the
mail was waylaid by seven robbers, and the guard shot
three dead, and then got shot dead himself by the other
four, “in consequence of the failure of his ammunition:”
after which the mail was robbed in peace; that magnificent potentate,
the Lord Mayor of London, was made to stand and deliver on
Turnham Green, by one highwayman, who despoiled the illustrious
creature in sight of all his retinue. Prisoners in London gaols fought
battles with their turnkeys, and the majesty of the law fired
blunderbusses in among them, loaded with rounds of shot and ball;
thieves snipped off diamond crosses from the necks of noble lords at
Court drawing-rooms; musketeers went into St. Giles’s, to search for
contraband goods, and the mob fired on the musketeers, and the

A
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Karina Goto Ida
Brazilian • EINA Barcelona, Spain

M

ade as a final project for classes of letterform
architecture given by Iñigo Jerez, Josema Urós and
Laura Meseguer in Eina — University Center of Design and
Art, UAB, Barcelona.
A typeface designed for women’s magazines about fashion,
beauty, music and trends, Makeup is made for use in body
text and supporting elements.
The first case in which content about fashion appeared
in a magazine was in 1672. Based on this historical period,
the creation of Makeup has characteristics of a Baroque
typeface. Makeup is not just a reinterpretation of Baroque,
it’s a current typeface with the humanist features of a
handwritten brush.

▶▶karininha@gmail.com
▶▶@karinagoto
▶▶www.behance.net/karinagoto
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[<3 Makeup <3]
A typeface for women’s
magazines. It’s a Baroque
typeface with humanist
features of handwritten
brush. Designed by
Karina Goto Ida for
the Master in advanced
typography at EINA,
Barcelona 2013.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Á À Ä Ç É Ë Í Ì ÑÖ Õ Ú Ü Ø
abcdefghijklmnopqr
stuvwxyz0123456789
áàåçéèïíìñóòöõøúùü
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Makeup
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Koen Douma
Dutch • Plantin Institute of Typography,
Antwerp, Belgium

K

oen douma (b. 1989) discovered at an early age that he
had a special interest in type and writing. As he grew up
in the Netherlands, he sought refuge in the rich typographic
culture which was available. But the typographical
knowledge he developed was mainly intellectual.
With the ambition to become acquainted with a more
practice-oriented aspect of type design, he developed his
typeface Regter during the Expert Class Type Design at the
Plantin Institute for Typography (2012 – 2013, Antwerp)
under the supervision of Frank E. Blokland.

▶▶Facebook.com/Regter
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Kristina Stoyanova
Bulgarian • EINA, Barcelona, Spain

H

ello! my name is Kristina Stoyanova and I am
currently studying a MA in Advanced Typography. I am
very glad to present you my first typography project!
Johann is a serif typeface for text inspired by the Baroque
Letter with special attention to the work of the German
punchcutter and typefounder Johann Fleischmann. The
architecture of the font is basically Baroque but its terminals
are robust and reminiscent of a modern typeface. The
uppercase is based on Roman models and represents more
contrast than the lowercase where we have more elegant and
vivid forms.
The idea of the font is to be used as a text font for a
typographic magazine. So it unites the spirit of classic and
modern fonts in order to unite the past and the present of
typography. And in a way it represents the union of my will
to learn and understand the evolution of typography and all
the effort and desire you put when you create your first font.
I hope you like it!
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Laura Martín Perea
Spanish • EINA, Barcelona, Spain

T

hrough the development of the in-depth study
“Unit of Time in Monospace”, the conclusions lead
to the need for a new and more precise font for current
screenwriting in the modern film industry. It’s an accurate
approach to the real functions of monospace in timing and
sequential technologies in scripts, making it a uniquely
advantageous font. Scenario is aimed to be a detailed update
of a post neo pica. Simple geometric forms with wider outer
and inner forms boost readability and legibility for selective
reading and top aesthetics for display in headlines or specific
quotes in screenplays.

▶▶lauramartinperea@gmail.com
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PALESTINE

Léna Le Pommelet
French • �cole Estienne, Paris

T

he year 2012 was the 300th birth anniversary of
Pierre-Simon Fournier Le Jeune, the punch-cutter,
type-founder and printer. What a good opportunity to get the
students into typeface design! And so Fournier guided our
work in different classes.
In History class we studied how typefaces evolved from
the garaldes to the transitionals. In Calligraphy class, we
practised on Fournier’s typefaces, they are notable because
they didn’t always follow the calligraphic stroke of the pen.
And finally, in Typeface Design class, we worked on a revival
of a font from Fournier’s specimen.
I chose the Palestine, a body, maybe invented by Fournier,
which is equivalent to 24 points (two-line Pica or Double
Pica). The drawing I made is based on three specimens found
in the Encyclopédie (1751), in the Manuel of Typography
(1742) and in a 1764 specimen of Fournier’s typefaces.

▶▶llepommelet@gmail.com

A mesure que

l'experience a
moins de force
& que l'on est
plus ignorant,
on voit plus de
prodiges merveilleux & de
belles choses.
Palestine - Léna Le Pommelet
from the Palestine of Pierre-Simon Fournier
specimens in the Encyclopédie 1751,
in the Manuel of Typography 1742
and in a 1764 specimen.
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Liron Lavi Turkenich
Israeli • University of Reading, UK

M

akeda is a new type family designed in three scripts
which bring together different worlds. Hebrew,
Amharic (Ethiopic) and Latin are harmonised with each
other, while maintaining loyalty to the unique structure of
each script.
The story of Makeda, the Ethiopian Queen (also known
as the Queen of Sheba) is a story of a powerful and
mysterious woman, traveling to meet King Solomon in a
history-changing act. The typeface is intended for multiscript use, suitable as a text typeface with a generous
x-height and large counters.

▶▶liron.lavi@gmail.com
▶▶www.lironlavi.com
▶▶@LironLaviTur
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Three worlds meet
combining history and culture through type
with the help of an Ethiopian Queen
a woman of power, an adoring mother and a mysterious lover called

makeda

 · מאקדהማክዳ
also known as Queen of Sheba

A· a·א
a· a ·א
a · aŪጸ
·

· ኢትዮጵያ የንግሥት · הידועה בשם מלכת שבא

Makeda in Latin, Hebrew and Amharic
 עברית ואמהרית,גופן מאקדה בלטינית
ማክዳውስጥ ሮማይስጥ, ዕብራይስጥ, አማርኛ
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Lisa Huang
French • �cole de Communication Visuelle (ECV),
Paris, France

M

essaline is a revival reinterpreted from a 1920’s
book. It is named after the main character of the story,
a Roman empress known for her nymphomania, reflecting
the decadence of the period of Antique Rome. The structure
of the glyphs remains, but some details like rounded angle
serifs give the text a smooth and classical feeling.

lisahuang.gmail@email.com
@LisaO__O

Messaline
by Lisa Huang
2012

lisahuang.email@gmail.com
Twitter : @LisaO__O

Petits fours au chocolat blanc

Franz Ka�a

RECETTE IMAGINAIRE

archite�s

Fish & Browncheese

Aziz, lumière !

Je suis une mitte en pull-over
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Mayﬂower
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Lisa Schultz
Austrian • University of Reading, UK

M

artha loves to be big and cheeky and at the same
time she performs great in text sizes. The typeface
was designed for complex hierarchies in popular science
magazines and books. Friendly and playful to engage the
reader’s interest — robust, clear and reliable to get even the
most difficult content across. Martha comes in thin, light,
regular, italic and bold for Latin, Greek and Cyrillic.

▶▶hello@lisaschultz.at
▶▶www.lisaschultz.at
▶▶@chofrosubo

γ
ξ
Η
!
μ
yσ
This particular bus had a
certain taste. Curious, but
undeniable. All buses don’t
have the same taste. That’s
often said, but it’s true. Just
try the experiment.
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Μια μέρα γύρω στο μεσημέρι, στην περιοχή του
πάρκου Μονσό, πάνω στην πλατφόρμα ενός σχεδόν
πλήρους λεωφορείου της γραμμής S (σήμερα 84),
I observed a person with a very long neck who
was wearing a felt hat which had a plaited cord
round it instead of a ribbon. Вдруг этот индивид
окликнyл cвоего cоcеда, утверждая, что тот
нарочно наcтyпает емy на ноги всякий раз,
когда пропуcкает паccажиров. Wait, what?
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Maciej Majchrzak
Polish • University of Arts, Pozna�, Poland

A

typeface designed for use in dictionaries,
magazines, phone books or annual reports. The forms
of letters are simple and clear. They have a pleasant and
contemporary look with interesting asymmetrical serifs
and distinctive and atypical semi-serifs. A relatively large
aperture and x-height improve readability and legibility of
the typeface at small sizes which is desirable when using in
dictionaries.

▶▶maciek.majchrzak@vp.pl
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Marcelo Suazo Vidal
Chilean • University of Chile, Santiago, Chile

R

enzo is a continuous text typeface created to be used
mainly in short paragraph documents such as magazines,
journals, gazettes and notes. Inspired by LuKas’s vision of
Valparaiso’s daily nature and its people, Renzo was born
to exhibit his rising and descending shapes, rounded and
generous style, with wide serifs and great separation between
its strokes.
To let this good-looking townie show its beauty it’s
advisable to use it at 10 pt or larger. Renzo is meant to be
used in many different environments to enjoy its beauty.
Renzo works well on paper, allowing an attractive reading
experience and excellent legibility.

•••

{renzo}•••

st  æ

TIPOGRAFÍA
para texto del corte inglés
& estilo porteño.

**************************************************************

(porteñ@buenamoza)

**************************************************************

$80 | ¢50 | £24 | ¥71 | €96

**************************************************************
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************************** 10/12 **************************
Dibujante de oficio, arquitecto por formación y periodista por
experiencia, Lukas retrató la sociedad ilena de las décadas de
1960, 1970 y 1980 a través de sus caricaturas e ilustraciones.

A comienzos de la década de 1970, Lukas se reveló como un agudo
observador de la sociedad ilena con la publicación del Bestiario
del Reyno de Chile. Poco después, rindió homenaje a sus lugares
más queridos en Apuntes Porteños y Apuntes Viñamarinos, obras
en las que el autor no sólo muestra sus atributos como dibujante,
sino que además deja ver su vocación de arquitecto, urbanista e
historiador, a través de ejercicios de imaginación que le
permitieron representar diversos lugares de Chile en distintos
momentos históricos.

************************** 12/14 **************************
Dibujante de oficio, arquitecto por formación y
periodista por experiencia, Lukas retrató la sociedad
ilena de las décadas de 1960, 1970 y 1980 a través de
sus caricaturas e ilustraciones.

A comienzos de la década de 1970, Lukas se reveló como
un agudo observador de la sociedad ilena con la
publicación del Bestiario del Reyno de Chile. Poco
después, rindió homenaje a sus lugares más queridos en
Apuntes Porteños y Apuntes Viñamarinos, obras en las
que el autor no sólo muestra sus atributos como
dibujante, sino que además deja ver su vocación de
arquitecto, urbanista e historiador, a través de ejercicios
de imaginación que le permitieron representar diversos
lugares de Chile en distintos momentos históricos.

************************** 14/16 **************************
Dibujante de oficio, arquitecto por formación y
periodista por experiencia, Lukas retrató la
sociedad ilena de las décadas de 1960, 1970 y
1980 a través de sus caricaturas e ilustraciones.
A comienzos de la década de 1970, Lukas se
reveló como un agudo observador de la sociedad
ilena con la publicación del Bestiario del
Reyno de Chile. Poco después, rindió homenaje
a sus lugares más queridos en Apuntes Porteños
y Apuntes Viñamarinos, obras en las que el
autor no sólo muestra sus atributos como
dibujante, sino que además deja ver su vocación
de arquitecto, urbanista e historiador, a través
de ejercicios de imaginación que le permitieron
representar diversos lugares de Chile en
distintos momentos históricos.
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Maria Calbo Antolino
Spanish • Salesians de Sarrià, Barcelona, Spain

H

ello! i’ve created this new typeface for a class
project in design and publishing. My objective was to
create a font that would facilitate the readability of the text
and so I decided to use a large x-height. I think I got it.
In the poster we can see the font Aiguamar in the Regular
weight. Also available in Light.
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Maria Soledad Degl’innocenti
Argentinian • EINA, Barcelona, Spain

A

rchigram is a dynamic and rational text face embracing
Latin, Greek and Cyrillic, created in 2013 by the
Argentinian graphic designer Soledad Degl’innocenti.
It reflects the geometrical aspects of construction as it
was designed for architecture manuals (nevertheless, its
considerable legibility makes it also suitable to be used in
many other ways).
It is distinguished by rhythmic foot serifs, thick strokes,
straight terminals, a vertical axis, large eyes, low contrast
and a tiny aperture.
It proves that a face does not need to be sans serif to be
contemporary.

▶▶soldegli@gmail.com
▶▶www.be.net/soldegli
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Mariangela Di Pinto
Italian • isia Urbino, Italy

T

he purpose of benevento font is to be a tribute to
the Beneventan Script, one of the finest calligraphies
from the Middle Ages, born under the Longobard
Dukedom of Benevento, which is my hometown. The
choice was to combine extremely simple forms with a quite
complex system of ligatures. The result is a very easyreading character, which can be usefully employed as a
book-face and also for creative applications.
Ligatures and Stylistic Alternates give at every turn a
different appearance to the body of text and consent to
obtain a logotype from almost each word.
▶▶mariangeladipinto@hotmail.it
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BENEVENTO

1 1 50

LIGATURES

�����

C
· UM
VALDE
OCCULTA

ex ct ck ﬂ li
crooning ﬃ gg rit mii
offriti ∂ � � � �

ruggito
steel theet
smooth
critiche
occluso

The purpose of Benevento font is to be
a tribute to the Beneventan Script, one of
the ﬁneﬆ calligraphies from the Middle
Ages, born under the Longobard Dukedom of Benevento, my hometown.
The choice was to combine extremely
simple forms to a quite complex system
of ligatures. The result is a very
easy-reading character, which can be
usefully employed as a book-face and
also for creative applications.
Ligatures and Stylistic Alternates give
at every turn a diﬀerent appearance to
the body of text and consent to obtain a
logotype from almoﬆ each word.
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Matěj Málek
Czech • Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

L

egita was created as a part of a yet to be finished
master’s thesis and it is best described as a hybrid text
typeface for books combining modern principles with a
classical feel.
Its large x-height, relatively low contrast and details in
shape were designed to support legibility (from which it
takes its name) and make it useable even in really small sizes.
Legita Book is currently the only typeface in the family, but
other companions are planned and waiting to be created.

▶▶matej.malek@stilltesting.cz
▶▶stilltesting.cz
▶▶@sane_cz

Legita Book
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghij
klmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
$1234567890%$1234567890%{[()]}=≠<>±−×÷~?!&§ß@#*†‡

T

ell me, Muse, of that man of
many resources, who wandered
far and wide, after sacking the holy
citadel of Troy. Many the men whose cities he saw, whose ways he learned. Many
the sorrows he suffered at sea, while trying to bring himself and his friends back
alive. Yet despite his wishes he failed to
save them, because of their own un-wisdom, foolishly eating the cattle of Heli-

T

ell me, Muse, of that
man of many resources, who wandered far
and wide, after sacking the
holy citadel of Troy. Many
the men whose cities he saw,
whose ways he learned. Many
the sorrows he suffered at sea,
while trying to bring himself
and his friends back alive. Yet
despite his wishes he failed
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T

ell me, Muse, of that man of many resources, who wandered far and wide, after
sacking the holy citadel of Troy. Many the
men whose cities he saw, whose ways he learned.
Many the sorrows he suffered at sea, while trying
to bring himself and his friends back alive. Yet
despite his wishes he failed to save them, because
of their own un-wisdom, foolishly eating the
cattle of Helios, the Sun, so the god denied them
their return. Tell us of these things, beginning
where you will, Goddess, Daughter of Zeus.
Now, all the others, who had escaped destruction, had reached their homes, and were
free of sea and war. He alone, longing for wife
and home, Calypso, the Nymph, kept in her echoing cavern, desiring him for a husband. Not even
when the changing seasons brought the year the
gods had chosen for his return to Ithaca was he

�
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Albura
– I N S P I R E D by W O O D C U T –

Mercedes Jáuregui
Argentinian • University of Buenos Aires,
Argentina

A

lbura’s strong identity is inspired by the
expressionist quality of the age-old relief printing
technique — woodcut. The project intends to recuperate
the aesthetics of woodcut and translate it into the design
of a typeface that is fully expressive yet also functional for
text reading. An austere elegance of sorts that echoes the
rudeness and imperfection of woodcut, along with the
dedication and patience that belong to this type of craft.

▶▶mercedesjauregui@gmail.com
▶▶@mechajauregui

• · • · • · Is a versatile text type family of fully expresive styles · • · • · •

U
nieto y zapato de cristal
na familia para componer texto, inspirada en la calidad
expresiva de la xilografía, esa antigua técnica artesanal
de grabado en madera. Rudeza e imperfección, elegancia
y simpleza, definen el diseño de Albura. ALBURA REGULAR, 18/21pt.

No, el tiempo de Favio es de digestión lenta, de quien no
confunde el movimiento con el agitar de los brazos, con el
estoy tan ocupado mirá, propio de las cosmópolis y tan poco
criollo, tan poco vago y mal entretenido, tan poco dichoso
en su despilfarro. Porque nos guste o no, gastar el tiempo
es una condición del tiempo y por lo mismo alguien puede
desear abrir segundos. ALBURA REGULAR, 9/11pt.

TÓMESE EL LÁPIZ, CORRA EL BURIL, CREACIÓN ENTERA.

Es la intensidad de la expresión

almibarado
456 books in 32 days is madness

Rknb!
— REGULAR • CURSIVA • OSCURA • NEGRA —

BORGES DECÍA “LA INFANCIA ES TÍMIDA” y parece un anacronismo y hasta un disparate recordarlo en un mundo que aprecia el desenfado de los niños. Borges, en verdad, hablaba de un modo del tiempo
y de la eternidad y también de la perplejidad. ALBURA REGULAR, 12/14pt.
Una niñez abandonada a sus propios medios, reconcentrada, imaginativa y desde luego solitaria, diferente de esas infancias satisfechas de niños glotones que no
saben digerir, y van saltando de un juguete sofisticado a otro tal como yo imagino
que hacían los chicos con plata acá en Buenos Aires. No, el tiempo de Favio es de
digestión lenta, de quien no confunde el movimiento. ALBURA REGULAR, 10/12pt.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz[åçèîñøüýžąĕġīłőßþﬁﬂæœ]
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 0123456789
(‘.,;:”¿¡!?‹$¢€£¥@&¶§†‡»*){ÅÇÈÎÑØÜÝŽĄĔĠĪŁŐÞÆŒ}
MERCEDES JÁUREGUI - CDT / UBA - BUENOS AIRES
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Michaela Slaninková
Slovak • Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

M

ikayla font was designed within a term’s project
in agd+m at Masaryk University, Brno in 2012.
The motivation of its creation was handmade production,
which is very popular nowadays because of its originality.
I built Mikayla font on top of my own handwritten
font which is hopping on the baseline and decorated by
characteristic eyes and arcs.
Kats Paper Tail

▶▶michaela.slaninkova@gmail.com
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overlook serif & overlook sans

Michele Patanè
Italian • University of Reading, UK

O

verlook is a type family developed with cinema
magazines in mind. The sans serif is a neo-grotesque
with a certain amount of idiosyncrasies and a wide choice of
weights and styles. The serif is the workhorse of the family,
a text font developed in four grades for different printing
needs, with Bold, Italic and a more expressive style for titles,
the Extrabold Display, which features higher contrast and
an emphasized stress of the curves. To complete the family
there are a Greek and a Devanagari, at the moment developed
for the serif regular weight.
▶▶@cine_type

▶▶www.cinetype.com

r
se if
&
sans
a
typeface
for
cinema
magazines

चलचित्रकला

ελληνικά

दवनागरी
े

κινηματογράφος

Cinematography (from Greek: κίνημα, kinema “movements”
and γράφειν, graphein “to record”) is the art or science of
motion picture photography.� It is the technique of movie
photography, including both the shooting and development
of the film.� The cinematographer could also be referred to
as the film director’s main visual collaborator.�
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Natalie Braune
British • Central St Martins, London, UK

T

his typeface is based on my friend Jae Kyoung’s
handwriting: I used to always be fascinated by her
handwriting and wanted to mimic it. Since she is originally
from Korea, her writing of roman letters seems to have
the same style as her writing of Korean characters, in the
sense that they all have the same neat height. I found that
the texture created by Korean characters could construct an
interesting result if it were to be exaggerated and applied to
the roman letters. As a result JK combines both uppercase
and lowercase to create a single textured alphabet.

▶▶nataliebraune@gmail.com
▶▶cargocollective.com/nataliebraune
▶▶@nataliebraune

Q
QUAERITATE

O
OBSTRIGILLATE

L
LATIBULE

W
WELMISH

P
PHLYAROLOGIST

H
HEMERINE

JK
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E
EPALPEBRATE

A
AEIPATHY

X
XENIZATION

R
REDAMANCY

S
SENTICOUS

Z
ZYGOSTATICAL

T

U

TRAGEMATOPOLIST

UGLYOGRAPHY

D

G

DELICIATE

GNATHONIZE

V

N

VACIVITY

NEQUIENT

Y

I

YELVE

INGORDIGIOUS

F

C

FLOSCULATION

CRASSULENT

B

M

BOSCARESQUE

MONTIVAGANT

THE TYPEFACE JK SHOWING EXTINCT WORDS OF
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN NINETY PT AND TWENTY PT.
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Oscar Guerrero Cañizares
Colombian • University of Buenos Aires,
Argentina

I

ntroducing epica, a contemporary interpretation of
Venetian Renaissance types. Designed as an alternative
for text on banknotes, Epica is versatile in its sans and serif
system, perfectly fit for editorial design, long texts, and
usage in print and on screens.
Its main features include some calligraphic reminiscences
perfectly legible in small and display sizes. Epica
encompasses different typographic scenarios with an
emphasis in style and functional equilibrium. Each variable
is designed with a specific goal and as a complement to the
others. It possesses great legibility in body texts, which
makes it ideal for extended reading and supports a variety of
languages.

EPICA

*

Contemporary interpretation of Venetian Renaissance types

Banknote 1948
Quinientos años de soledad

«π3.14159»

L'intérêt de cette discipline, explique Nicolas Moinet, réside dans sa transversalité

despiadado poseidon
President Obama insisting on higher tax rates for affluent Americans

punchcutting apprenticeship
Colombian banknote design using the Epica type family

COLOMBIA

1000
MIL PESOS
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��������
gerente general

gerente ejecutivo

agosto del año en curso

Epica Regular 10/12

Gabriel García Márquez (Aracataca, Colombia, 6 de marzo de 1927).

��������

Jorge Eliécer Gaitán

BANCO DE LA REPÚBLICA

▶▶montondeideas@gmail.com
▶▶@sumo_type
▶▶http://sumoplacer.tumblr.com/

1000

Muchos años después, frente al pelotón de fusilamiento, el coronel Aureliano
Buendía había de recordar aquella tarde remota en que su padre lo llevó a
conocer el hielo. Macondo era entonces una aldea de veinte casas de barro
y cañabrava construidas a la orilla de un río de aguas diáfanas que se precipitaban por un lecho de piedras pulidas y enormes como huevos prehistóricos. El
mundo era tan reciente, que muchas cosas carecían de nombre, para mencionarlas había que señalarlas con el dedo. Todos los años, por el mes de marzo,
una familia de gitanos desarrapados plantaba su carpa cerca de la aldea y con
un grande alboroto de pitos y timbales daban a conocer los nuevos inventos.
Primero llevaron el imán. Un gitano corpulento, de barba montaraz y manos
de gorrión, que se presentó con el nombre de Melquíades. «Las cosas tienen
vida propia -pregonaba el gitano con áspero acento-, todo es cuestión de
despertarles el ánima.» José Arcadio Buendía, cuya desaforada imaginación
iba siempre más lejos que la magia, pensó que era posible servirse de aquella
invención inútil para desentrañar el oro de la tierra.
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Patrice Barnabé
French • ELISAVA, Barcelona, Spain

K

yrie is a grotesque display typeface with a modern
and sophisticated look. The typeface has a regular
version set in the uppercase and an alternate version set
in the lowercase that are meant to be combined. With 400
glyphs, it supports several European languages besides
Basic Latin.

kyrie
you REad the
a TypEfACe thaT Jesus liKES

BibLE, rIngO?

q&b
I’ve bEeN saYIng that shit FOr yeArS

▶▶www.patricebarnabe.com
▶▶info@patricebarnabe.com

atAhuaLpa YuPANqUi
ATaHUAlPA yUpanQuI
EL QUE VIENE DE LEJANAS TIERRAS PARA DECIR ALGO
(PERGAMINO, 31 DE ENERO 1908 - NÎMES, 23 DE MAYO 1992)

chACaRErA
168
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Chilean • University of Chile, Santiago, Chile

T

he Diaguita culture thrived in northern Chilean
territory between the 10th and 16th centuries. In regards
to their cultural development, the ‘jarro pato’ (duck pot) is
an emblem of their pottery and iconography. The Diaguitas
drew frets on them such as straight lines, ladders, and black
lines on white backgrounds.
Canilari is a vernacular typeface family for texts, inspired
by these frets. It also has hard features and fast curves
that imitate the act of drawing with reeds. Canilari is
middleweight and has an almost balanced contrast. In
addition, the height ratio of its ascenders to descenders is in
proportion, and it tends towards horizontality, just like frets.

▶▶gonzalez@estudiohv.org
▶▶www.flickr.com/patoloooo

�����������������������������������������

Patricio Tralka González
Salamanca

�����������������������������������������
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�����������������������������
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Pedro Arilla
Spanish • Escuela Superior de Diseño de Aragón,
Zaragoza, Spain

V

alentina was my grandmother: a strong, healthy
and vibrant woman, now reborn as a Castilian Didone
typeface. This typeface is formed of 457 glyphs that shine
in all their splendour at generous display sizes; including
46 ligatures, and 125 alternate characters for the user to
explore and enjoy. My sincere wish is that everyone will
enjoy using Valentina as much as I have enjoyed designing
her. Please, ask her to dance.
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Valentina
~ AN ANTIQUE SPANISH DIDONE ~

Valentina was my grandmother;
� strong, healthy and v�bran�
woman, no� reborn a� Castilian
Didon� typeface. This typefa�e
is forme� of ��� glyphs that
shine in all their splendou� at
generous display sizes; including
�� ligatures, and ��� alternat�
characters for the user to explore
an� enjoy. My sincere wish is
�hat everyone �ill enjoy using
Valentina as much as I have
�njoyed designing it.
Please, ask her
t� danc�.
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Rafael Dietzsch
Brazilian • University of Reading, UK

P

rimarily designed for publications in Brazilian
indigenous languages, Brasílica provides a set of
accented characters that support the particularities of these
languages, as well as most of the European idioms that use
the Latin script.

▶▶rafael.dietzsch@gmail.com
▶▶www.rafaeldietzsch.com
▶▶@dietzsch

Ŧĥẽ ĕx�ďúş
øf ȷ�žżỹ
p��ėőņš ɨś
čŗåvẽđ bỹ
śq�ěąm�șħ
ẅàłķėŕš.
Brasílica

Spoken by minorities, most of the Brazilian indigenous languages
require a speciﬁc set of diacritics for the Latin alphabet not easily found
on fonts commercially available. ¶ Taking this scenario into account,
Brasílica provides an assortment of accented letters that supports
particularities of many Brazilian languages, as well as most of the
European idioms that use the Latin script. ¶ As an addition, the Greek
script was developed to harmonize with its Latin counterpart, although
is perfectly suitable to be used on its own. ¶ The family also comprises
bold and italic weights for emphasis and a matching sans serif, which
allows more ﬂexibility and levels of hierarchy on document design.
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Designed by Rafael Dietzsch

Latin Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Greek Regular

ΑΒΓΔΕΖΗΘΙΚΛΜΝΞΟΠΡΣΤΥΦΧΨΩαβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρςστυφχψω
Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Extrabold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Sans

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
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Rafael Jordán Oliver
Spanish • EASD Valencia, Spain

N

ord is a typeface based on the modern style letters of
Gregorio Muñoz at the train station ‘L’Estació del Nord’
in Valencia. It was made trying to respect the original forms
and solving various problems.
This font was created for the final project of Graphic
Design of EASD Valencia supervised by Angel Alvarez.

▶▶rafael.joroli@gmail.com
▶▶@barrybianco
▶▶https://nordtype.wordpress.com
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Moder style
Ornaments.

FELIÇ

Modulation
of the stroke.

Special care for
the characteristics
of the Spanish and
Valencian / Catalan.

Creative solution to
optical corrections,
inherited from the
original.
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Rafael Saraiva
Brazilian • University of Reading, UK

S

erendip was discovered on a nine-month journey
throughout seas never before navigated. The type family
is intended to compose the canonical texts of Theravāda
Buddhism, supporting the Pāli language as transliterated in
Latin and Sinhala scripts. Theravāda scriptures, known as
Pāli Tipitaka, compile the teachings of the historical Buddha
in an extensive 45 volumes. The project brief was outlined
to solve this editorial problem as a robust book typeface,
highly legible for long run text setting. However, Serendip
has extrapolated its original proposition with the addition
of extreme weights, and the family is now a versatile system
suitable for a wide range of editorial projects.

▶▶www.rafaelsaraiva.com

Serendip ෙසර���
was discovered on a nine-month

Journey

ස���රණයෙ�

Throughout Seas

෴෴෴෴෴෴෴෴�෴෴

Never before navigated

�ගෙ�ා ��ජාචරණස�ප�ෙ�ා
Serendip type family is intended to compose the canonical texts of Theravāda Buddhism, supporting Pāli language transliterated in Latin and Sinhala
(�ංහලා) scripts. ¶ Theravāda scriptures, known as Pāli Tipitaka, compile the
teachings of the historical Buddha and his disciples in extensive 45 volumes.
The project brief was outlined to solve this editorial problem as a robust book
typeface, highly legible for long run text setting. | Scan to see the specimen >>>
serendip™ was discovered between sep 2011 — jun 2012, during the matd in reading, uk
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Raúl Maldonado Periago
Spanish • Bau Design College, Barcelona, Spain

I

am pleased to present my typeface project called
‘Cape’. This typeface is inspired by the era of Russian
Constructivism but Saul Bass mixing concepts such as
colors and shapes. I wanted to create a solid typography,
straightforward and easy to remember. Hope you like.
A greeting and thank you very much.

▶▶nofear86_bcn@hotmail.com
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Rebekka Marleaux
German • Zurich University of the Arts,
Switzerland

T

ulia is a friendly slab serif with typewriter origins.
Some characteristics of typewriter fonts give you the
feeling of work-in-progress or a quick note and let the
writing appear informal. Gentle curves and organic forms
counteract the static look-and-feel of typewriter typefaces.
Tulia is ideally suited to job printing and headline sizes.
With italic and bold, it is also great for use in continuous
text.

*

~Tulia~

....................................................................

Atemberaubendbezaubernd

....................................................................

.....................................................................................................

This Circus acquires only animals born in captivity

.....................................................................................................

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Salto Mortale • 360°
.....................................................................................................

/////////////////////////////////////////////////
.....................................................................................................

Manege Frei, Jongleure
.....................................................................................................

Zebra Lian, Poodle Fluffy, Sophie la Girafe, Gorilla George, Kamerunsche Ziege Heinz, Walrus Bim, Polar Bear Liz

.....................................................................................................

In a time, in which exotic animals living in the ”wild“ are being expelled from their natural environment, it is an obligation for us to give them a fitting habitat.

.....................................................................................................

▶▶www.rebekkafalke.de

Als Baum wird im Allgemeinen eine holzige Pflanze bezeichnet, die aus Wurzeln,
einem daraus emporsteigenden Stamm und einer belaubten Krone besteht.
1.1 Die Botanik definiert Bäume als mehrjährige, holzige Samenpflanzen, die einen dominierenden Spross aufweisen, der durch sekundäres Dickenwachstum an Umfang zunimmt. Diese
Merkmale unterscheiden einen Baum von Sträuchern, Farnen, Palmen und anderen holzigen
Pflanzen. Im Gegensatz zu ihren entwicklungsgeschichtlichen Vorläufern verfügen die meisten
Bäume zudem über wesentlich differenziertere Blattorgane, die mehrfach verzweigten Seitentrieben (Lang- und Kurztrieben) entspringen. Stamm, Äste und Zweige verlängern sich jedes Jahr
durch Austreiben von Endknospen und Seitenknospen, verholzen dabei und nehmen kontinuierlich an Umfang zu.
1.5.7 Baumförmige Lebensformen kommen in verschiedenen Pflanzengruppen vor: „Echte“ Bäume sind
die Laubbäume unter den Bedecktsamern und die baumförmigen Nacktsamer, zu denen Nadelholzgewächse
wie die bekannten Nadelbäume gehören, aber auch Ginkgo biloba (als einziger noch existierender Vertreter
der Ginkgogewächse) sowie einige Vertreter der fiederblättrigen Nacktsamer Cycadophytina. Eigentümlichster Baum ist wohl die in Namibia vorkommende Welwitschia mirabilis, deren Stamm im Boden verbleibt.
Daneben können auch die Palmen und die Baumfarne eine baumähnliche Form ausbilden. Diese Gruppen
besitzen aber kein echtes Holz (sekundäres Xylem) und gelten daher nicht als Bäume. Eine Sonderstellung
nimmt der Drachenbaum ein. Dieser gehört zwar zu den Einkeimblättrigen, hat aber ein atypisches sekundäres Dickenwachstum.
3.2.6 Viele Baumarten kommen aber auch innerhalb der Bedecktsamer (Angiospermen) vor. Die verschiedenen Unterklassen haben hier unterschiedliche Laubbaumtypen hervorgebracht. Zu den bedeutendsten die Buchengewächse
(Fagaceae), zu denen neben den Buchen (Fagus spp.) auch die Eichen (Quercus spp.) und die Edelkastanie (Castanea sativa)
gehören. Ebenfalls bedeutend sind die Birkengewächse (Betulaceae) mit den Birken und Erlen sowie die Nussbäume
(Juglandaceae), die Ulmen (Ulmaceae) und die Maulbeergewächse (Moraceae). Zu den Rosiden zählen die Linden aus der
Familie der Malvengewächse, die Obstgehölze aus der Familie der Rosengewächse (Rosaceae) sowie die Leguminosen
(Fabales) mit sehr zahlreichen, vor allem tropischen Arten. Neben der Gattung Dalbergia (Palisanderbäume) gehört auch
die Gattung Robinia in diese Gruppe. Wirtschaftlich bedeutsam sind die Zedrachgewächse (Meliaceae) mit den Gattungen
Enthandophragma (Mahagonibäume) und Cedrela sowie die Familie der Dipterocarpaceae mit der Gattung Shorea.
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T

his project is currently in progress at the MA in
Typeface Design at the University of Reading. The
project brief is to create a harmonious text typeface for Latin
and Japanese.

       
 

 

     

      

▶▶reik.hirai@gmail.com
▶▶http://www.reikohirai.com
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F

orem — the typeface dedicated to Czesław Miłosz’s
works. The contrast and contradictions, typical for
Miłosz’s works, have become the starting point to design the
font inspired by the poet’s works. Hence, one finds elements
which are very smooth, round but also rough and sharply
bevelled. The contrast of the boldness is distinctive. This,
together with the maintaing the traditional form, makes it
look a bit archaic. Nevertheless, it never lacks its universal
look.
The text typeface was designed for prose as well as poetry.
The small print works well in long texts. It includes stylistic
variants of roman, italic, bold, bold italic and small capitals.

▶▶www.behance.net/renata_pokrywinska

ČÁSLAV MILOŠEVI (1911-2004)
syn Aleksandra Miłosza i Weroniki Miłoszowej z Kunatów

the author of poems:
Alkoholik wstępuje w bramę niebios

Campo di Fiori

» West-und Östliches Gelände «

Le Monde— e’est terrible
laureat nagrody nobla w dziedzinie literatury!

Prose & Poetry

Milosz 2011, The History of Polish Literatu
Czeslaw Milosz. The History of Polish Literature. Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of California Press, 1983
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The History of Polish Literature

Anthony Miłosz: Ojciec siedział cały czas tu, w Polsce. Jedną
CHAPTER V

Further Lowering Although there were some fifty-one Jesuit colleges in operation, the

of the Education- Order, adapting itself more and more to prevalent tastes, had become
W GŁĄB DRZEWA

mainstay ofswój
Sarmatism.
The University of Krakow likewise fell into
nogą był zawsze w Polsce. Tą, na którą przenosił acały
ciężar.
Ten, wpatrując się, mówił: Widzę ludzi,

The First Half of the Eighteenth
Century — “The Saxon Night”

Background information

E

arly 1700s; the weakness of a stagnant economic and political
system became only too apparent. A rigid class division into masters and serfs was stronger than ever in the nearly ruined country.
Wars had devastated towns so completely that some of them had lost up
to 90 per cent of their inhabitants. While the former counted the towns
which they possessed in dozens, the villages in thousands, and maintained
their own private armies, private courts, even private diplomatic relations
with countries abroad, the latter lived on a level scarcely above that of the
peasants, retaining, however, a pride in their titles and their right to vote,
which enabled them to treat their rich brethren as equals. The poorest
gentry entered most directly into the service of the latifundia as employees
on different levels of administration.
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T

his structure contributed to the spread of sycophancy, servility,
intrigue, and false politeness in social behavior and to a specific
culture which we will call the cult of eating and drinking: at the
marriage of a magnate, for example, the guests devoured the following
items: 80 oxen, 300 calves, 50 sheep, 150 hogs, 21,000 fowl, 12,000
fish, plus a proportionate number of barrels of wine and aquavit.
[153]

al Standards

decline.The
whole curriculum
in Jesuit
schools was practically limited
Ten, wpatrując
się, mówił: Widzę
ludzi,
boteaching
dostrzegam
jakby(Itdrzewa
chodzące
to thebo
of Latin.
was even
forbidden to speak Polish on the
dostrzegam
jakby drzewa
chodzące
premises.) But though the pupils
of these
Marek,
24schools could read and write
in Latin, they were frozen in tradition, chauvinistic, isolated from the
rest of Europe, and insensible to any new ideas. Wealthy aristocrats did
Drzewo, mówi nam dobrytravel
Swedenborg,
jest they
bliskim
krewnym
abroad, where
acquired
a fondness for everything French,
but, in general, they imitated only
the superficial features of Western
człowieka.
civilization.
These two calamities – either Sarmatism or a stupid imiGałęzie jego jak ręce splatają
się w uścisku.
tation of everything foreign – became the targets at which the Polish
Naprawdę to drzewa są naszymi rodzicami,
representatives of the Enlightenment were to aim their most vigorous
Poczęliśmy się z dębu, może,
jak chcą Grecy, z jesionu.
attacks.
Devout The situation of Protestants as well as of other denominations worObscurantism
Usta nasze i język smakująsened
owocgradually.
drzewa. This was a time of religious persecutions when
Declining Social
sometimes was met with a death sentence. Religion
Pierś kobiety jest nazwana“blasphemy”
jabłkiem i granatem,
Structure
actually meant little more than fear of devils and witches. Devotional
Jej łono to jak dla drzewa ciemne
łono ziemi.
literature proliferated, but a sampling of titles suggests a rather doSłusznie tedy co najbardziej
upragnione
zawiera
się wofjednym
ubtful
profundity:
The Army
Sincere Feelings Newly Recruited, or
Celestial Cavalry and Infantry, or The
Terrible Echo of the Last Trumdrzewie
pet, or The Golden Key to Heaven, or A Four-wheeled Vehicle Carrying You to Heaven. The prevailing mentality can be illustrated by the
great success of a book by a certain Father Benedykt Chmielowski
published in 1745 and bearing the title New Athens, or the Academy
Full of All Knowledge, Divided under Many Titles into Classes, Written
as a Memorial for the Wise, as a Lesson for Idiots, as a Practical Aid
for Politicians, and as Entertainment for the Melancholy. This was
an almanac providing answers to many questions of a practical nature, such as how to prevent sleep: “By putting a swallow’s eye
in a person’s bedsheets, you will take sleep away, a good method for
lazy people.” For those interested in foreign countries, it supplied the
necessary information: “In Italy there is a town which preserves the
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C

uatro presents the idea of being a gothic/roman
hybrid typeface design, combining the legibility of the
roman letter, its proportion and formal structure, with the
style of the gothic letter, or blackletter. The main purpose is
to allow the appreciation of the blacketter essence on the type
colour and at the same time, to make the small size legible.
Composed of a regular version and italic, it’s a typeface
designed to work in paragraph text as a whole and not
separately in each character.

Tipografia Romana & Blackletter

MAGAZINE TYPE
LIRISMO, SUBJETIVIDADE E EMOÇÃO

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
28 August 1749 - Frankfurt ; † 22 März 1832 inn Weimar

Las penas del joven Werther

MUY

CONDENSADA

25 de julio | Sí, amada Carlota, todo se encargará y todo se ejecutará; vengan encargos
con más frecuencia, vengan en todo momento. ¡Ah! Sólo te pido un favor, que no haya
arenilla en los billetes que recibo. Mi primer
movimiento fue llevar a mis labios el de esta
mañana y he sentido la arenilla hacer ruido
en mis dientes.

26 de julio | ¡Cuántas veces me he prometido no verla tanto! ¡Ah! ¿Quién puede
resistir y cumplir este objetivo? Todos los días caigo en la tentación y al regresar de verla, me digo, como por excusa o consuelo: “¡Mañana no irás!” Llega
ese mañana y con él, sin explicación, un motivo inexcusable para visitarla; y
antes de que haya tenido tiempo para reflexionar sobre ello, me hallo en su
casa. Una vez, porque me dice al despedirnos “¿vendrá usted mañana?” ¿Es
posible no aceptar semejante oferta? A veces me da un encargo y yo pienso
que sería una falta de atención no llevarle yo mismo la contestación; y otras
veces, en fin, haciendo un tiempo tan magnífico, es imposible no salir del cuarto y disfrutarlo. Entonces salgo y camino hasta Wahlheim, y al llegar, como
no es más que media legua hasta su casa… me siento como atrapado en su
misma atmósfera y sin saber cómo, llego a su lado. Mi abuela nos contaba la
historia de la montaña Imán; todos los barcos que pasaban cerca de ella perdían su herraje; los clavos, como si tuvieran alas, volaban hacia la montaña,
se desunían de la madera y los pobres marineros quedaban perdidos y sin más
remedio que tomarse de los tablones flotantes.

Cuatro é um número, e também uma tipografia
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPÞQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnop
þqrstuvwxyzß+−×÷<=≠>≤≥[≈]¬¼½¾¹²³πΩ∂∆∏∑√∞
∫◊µ0123456789¤$£R$¥€¢ƒ©*†‡§¶@™®&'«»‹›.,:;"#
( ) { } / ¦ | \ ^ ¡ ! ¿ ? % ‰ • ª º ° _ - – — “ ” „ … ck st ff fi ffi ffl fl fh tt
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N

eben pro is a contemporary rounded sans-serif
display typeface that has been designed with meticulous
attention to detail. The typeface has been specifically
designed for large purposes.
Neben Pro has been crafted using a pair of fixed width
parallel stokes with rounded terminals. The flow from the
straight edged stems to the round counters adds contrast and
definition to the letter forms. The typeface also uses natural
breaks and ink traps in areas that connect and overlap the
parallel stokes which means there are not sharp corners in
the typeface.

▶▶info@studioeightpointnine.com
▶▶www.studioeightpointnine.com
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Robert Jarzec
Polish • Graduate School of Humanities and
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M

ETRUM is the Polish word for a musical time
signature. While it is an elementary and inalienable
component of each melody, it is characterized by a wide
variety of types.
The project refers to transitional and early Didone styles,
with modern proportions, refined smoother contrast and a
bit more calligraphic feel.

▶▶robertjarzec@gmail.com
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Z

agoris is a wedge serif typeface with an upright
stress, tall x-height and medium contrast, designed
for editorial usage. It has a text and a display version, using
alternates, both influenced by archaic Romanian letter forms
used at the beginning of the 20th century.
Zagoris is a work in progress and more weights are
presently under development. The work on the design
started during the Advanced Typography Master at EINA,
Barcelona in 2012.

▶▶sabinachipara@gmail.com

▶▶www.behance.net/sabinachipara

Zagoris
regular with alternates
«A sudden silence in the middle of a conversation suddenly
brings us back to essentials: it reveals how dearly we must
pay for the invention of speech»

1987 • 2012
AJNMajnmru – AJNMajnmru
The Transylvanian villages with fortified churches provide
a vivid picture of the cultural landscape of southern Transylvania. They are characterized by the specific land-use
system, settlement pattern, and organization of the family
farmstead units preserved since the late Middle Ages, dominated by their fortified churches, which illustrate building
periods from the 13th to 16th centuries.

the period preceding the creation of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire. Despite living in a country where the majority of
the population was ethnic Hungarians or Romanians, the
Transylvanian Saxons were able to preserve their language
and their customs intact throughout the centuries. Their
ethnic solidarity is vividly illustrated by their settlements,
which remained resistant to external influences.

In the 13th century the kings of Hungary encouraged the
colonization of the sub-Carpathian region of Transylvania
(Erdely) by a German-speaking population of artisans,
farmers and merchants, mainly from the Rhineland.
Known as the Transylvanian Saxons, they enjoyed special
privileges granted by the Hungarian Crown, especially in

Their geographical location in the foothills of the Carpathians exposed the Transylvanian Saxon communities
to danger when the Ottoman Empire began to menace the
Austro-Hungarian Empire. Their reaction was to build defensive works within which they could take shelter from
the invaders.

amma
Ex-sportivul își fumează jucăuș
țigara bând whisky cu tequila.
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A

khand devanagari is a family of compact monolinear
typefaces. The letterforms are dynamic; typically
round shapes appear more compact, as their verticals have
been flattened. This straightening out gives text set in the
typefaces a streamlined look. Indeed, Akhand Devanagari
is designed according to a modular system. All shapes bear
a strong commonality to each other, without becoming
repetitive. However, the curves in the modules have all been
optically corrected, removing the mechanical nature that
would otherwise become too dominant.
The family includes 8 font styles in upright and 8 in italics.
Each of the 16 font styles contains 892 glyphs, offering full
support for conjuncts and ligatures.

▶▶www.sanchitsawaria.com
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German • University of Reading, UK

E

melia is a friendly typeface family for hierarchical
typesetting. It is the result of nine months’ study during
the MA programme in Typeface Design at the University of
Reading, UK.
The family provides a variety of weights and styles (light,
regular, bold, black, italic) to enable more design possibilities
for complex print publications. With nice, fluent curves and
modulated strokes, Emelia communicates a very friendly feel
in the Latin as well as in the Tibetan script. Furthermore,
it is designed with some playful details that get more
distinctive in the light and black versions of the family.

▶▶hello@sandraadler.de
▶▶www.sandraadler.de
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Sandra Adler

mamulana
Himbeermarmeladenglas
���������������������

hakuna matata

the museum is closed on mondays

The Chocolate Factory

�������������������

ག�ལ་ཇ་ཞལ་དཀར་གང་ལ་ག་ཚད་�ད།

playful details
1.250 cm handkerchief

���������������������

It tasted so good to her, so very good, that
the next day she longed for it three times as
much as before. If he was to have any rest, her
husband must once more descend into the
garden. In the gloom of evening, therefore,
he let himself down again. But when he had
clambered down the wall he was terribly
afraid, for he saw the enchantress standing
before him. How can you dare, said she with
angry look, descend into my garden and
steal my rampion like a thief. You shall suffer
for it. Ah, answered he, let mercy take the
place of justice, I only made up my mind to do
it out of necessity. My wife saw your rampion
from the window, and felt such a longing for
it that she would have died if she had not got
some to eat. Then the enchantress allowed her
anger to be softened, and said to him, if the

case be as you say, I will allow you to take away
with you as much rampion as you will, only I
make one condition, you must give me the child
which your wife will bring into the world. It
shall be well treated, and I will care for it like a
mother. The man in his terror consented to
everything, and when the woman was brought
to bed, the enchantress appeared at once, gave
the child the name of rapunzel, and took it
away with her. Rapunzel grew into the most
beautiful child under the sun. When she was
twelve years old, the enchantress shut her into
a tower, which lay in a forest, and had neither
stairs nor door, but quite at the top was a little
window. When the enchantress wanted to go in,
she placed herself beneath it and cried,
Rapunzel, Rapunzel, let down your hair to me...

������������������������������������������

�����������������������������
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T

�ras is a kindheartedly vicious monster. It has
a strong affinity for an entire range of typographic
encounters, is highly articulate, slighty deformed, fierce
and roughly eight feet tall. Rumour has it that it is fluent
in Arabic, Greek, Tamil and Latin. It also has OpenType
features.

▶▶www.sebastianlosch.de

Wein & Luftgitarren
Η ΠΕΝΤΑΜΟΡΦΗ ΚΑΙ ΤΟ ΤΕΡΑΣ

Το κράτημα των χεριών είναι ένας τρόπος για να θυμάσαι πώς γίνεται
δύο άνθρωποι να είναι μαζί χωρίς να λένε τίποτα.

Jabberwocky
(He knew how to be impolite without being rude)

Where the Wild Things Are
the metamorphosis of the vicious gnomes

َ َاس َت ْف َتحُوا و
ْ و
َ َخاآل ُك ّل
ج َّبارٍ َعنِيد
τέρας (téras) n, plural τέρατα (Mons·ter) 1 a large, ugly, and frightening
imaginary creature: a monster with the head of a hyena and hindquarters
of a wolf; a world of fable, inhabited by other-worldly monsters 2 a thing
of extraordinary or daunting size: this is a monster of a book, almost 728
pages 3 [as modifier]: a monster 56.792.184 lb elephant with giant ears.

எலும்பு கடிக்கிற நாய் இரும்பைக் கடிக்குமா ?

Many Million Magic Markers
Meet Multiple Mellow Monsters
Téras, a typeface for Arabic ()العربية, Greek (ελληνικά), Latin & Tamil (தமிழ்)
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C

UATRO GATOS CONDENSED is a typeface designed
from pen strokes, scanned and digitised with vectors
to develop the entire alphabet. The family consists of:
condensed thin, bold and 3D; also with a thematic Dingbats
collection of cat’s stuff, comics and more. We can find these
Dingbats and special glyphs with the smallcaps command,
and also in the alternate characters in the keyboard (∂, ∆, π,
∞).
Cuatro Gatos is a typeface useful for big sizes as titles
or short text. The Dingbats feature gives the family a
humouristic click. We can play with the superposition or
composition of the glyphs for fun results.

▶▶dyno.sheep@gmail.com
▶▶@intransferible
▶▶www.behance.net/intransferible
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ΩCUATRO GATOS CONDENSEDΩ

k WHIπTtrye thecaTblack magi&c of blthe aversckalitas ∏caT k

•AN ELEGANT TYPEFACE WITH RECKLESS STROKES FOR SHORT SPACES AND LONG PHRASES•

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ESPAÑOL
ENGLISH
FRANÇAIS

c

•Inside the package, Waldo was so transfixed with excitement that he could barely breathe.
His skin felt prickly from the heat, and he could feel his heart beating in his throat. It would
be soon. Sheila stood quite upright and walked around to the other side of the package. Then
she sank down to her knees, grasped the cutter by both handles, took a deep breath, and plunged the long blade through the middle of the package, through the masking tape, through the
cardboard, through the cushioning and (thud) right through the center of Waldo Jeffers head,
which split slightly and caused little rhythmic arcs of red to pulsate gently in the morning sun.

g

The Gift, Lou Reed .

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
and all that you can find on a trashcan: ∂∆fw∞dct…
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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A

viador regular is a humanistic roman typeface
made as a project in the Carrera de Especialización en
Tipografía at the University of Buenos Aires. It’s elegant and
stylised, and has modulated stems and details that make it a
very nice text typeface.
The project concept is inspired by the idea of flying,
frequently found in the texts of colombian writer Jairo
Aníbal Niño. This font is a tribute to him and his influence
in Colombian literature.
The notion of ‘flying’ is visible in its airy appearance
between lines, its long ascenders and the intention of
movement in the modulation of the stems and diacritics.

▶▶sonia.garcia.q@gmail.com
▶▶http://soniagarcia.dunked.com
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L

ocho sans is a contemporary sans serif design. This
typeface is based on both pen-drawn and geometric
letterforms. In addition, the typeface has a large x-height
with short ascenders and descenders. The overall treatment
of curves is soft and compact. Locho sans is a heavy, bold and
condensed face intended for use in posters.

▶▶zzoys3@naver.com
▶▶http://locho.net/design.html
▶▶@lochoskim
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S

helf was designed as my graduation project in
Professor Krzysztof Kochnowicz’s Studio at the
University of Fine Arts in Pozna�. The construction of the
font was based on Renaissance Roman typeface while its
form is inspired by the landscape of a shelf glacier.
Shelf is a typeface for text and identification purposes. It
has eight weights. The Regular is the most complex one at
the moment. It has stylistic variants of roman, italic and
oblique. The oblique together with the roman intend to be
a part of informational and navigational systems to help in
wayfinding. The regular along with the italic are to be used
in long texts. What is more, the typeface includes Cyrillic
and Hebrew, a lot of other stylistic variants and OpenType
features.

Shelf

Hair, Hair Oblique, Thin, Thin Oblique, Light,
Light Oblique, Regular, Small Caps, Oblique,
Italic, кириллица, кириллица, עברית, עברית,
Medium, Medium Oblique, Bold, Bold Oblique,
Hevy, Hevy Oblique, Black, Black Oblique.

intended for the text, information and identification

MULTILINGUAL
includes latin, кириллица, עברית
The ampersand — can be traced back to the 1 st century a.d. and the Old Roman cursive, in
which the letters E and T occasionally were written together to form a ligature. In the later and
more flowing New Roman Cursive, ligatures of all kinds were extremely common; figures 2 and 3
from the middle of 4 th century are both examples of how the et-ligature could look in this script.
However, during the following development of the Latin script that led up to the Carolingian
minuscule (9th century), while the use of ligatures in general diminished, the et-ligature continued to be used and gradually became more stylized and less revealing of its origin.

� & Ampersand
next door, sector B, row 27-31

„italic and regular for text”, �oblique and regular for wayfinding�

selenografia
Polyfon zwitschernd aßen Mäxchens Vögel Rüben, Joghurt und Quark.

космическая программа

„Moonwalker”
 בתרגום׃ הולך־ירחлуноход  ברוסית׃,Lunokhod באנגלית׃

HamburgefontShelf
מדף יבשתי או אדן היבשה הוא
המדרון בשולי היבשת הנמשך
אל מתחת לפני הים בשיפוע
מתון )בדרך כלל בזווית של פחות
ממעלה( ועד למקום שבו חל
 בים.שינוי חד בזווית השיפוע
התיכון אדן היבשת משתרעת
 מטר ואז200  מטר עד150-ל
יש את השיפוע שעומקו הוא
 גידול דגים. מטר4000 כ
באדן היבשת קל יותר עקב
חדירה טובה של קרני השמש
 נמצאים גם.וטמפרטורה נוחה
 פלנקטון:על אדן היבשת.

шельф (англ. shelf – полка)
Szelf kontynentalny (półka
— выровненная область подkontynentalna) – część
водной окраины материка,
kontynentu zalana wodami
примыкающая к суше и
płytkiego morza – morza
характеризующаяся общим
szelfowego. Szelf stanowi
podwodne przedłużenie kon- с ней геологическим строtynentów i wyznacza granicę ением.
границами шельфа являich powierzchni, jak również
ются берег моря или океана
przybliżoną granicę wpływu
и так называемая бровка
morza na kontynent.
(резкий перегиб поверхноSzelf sięga do głębokości
około 200 m poniżej poziomu сти морского дна — переход
к материковому склону).
morza, gdzie gwałtownym
глубина над бровкой обычzałomem przechodzi w stok

Na Srebrnym Globie

▶▶www.typolis.pl
▶▶szymon_sznajder@typolis.pl

�ירושלי
ICH DALEKOPIS FALSZUJE GDY PROBY XQV NIE WYTRZYMUJE

root source
דג סקרן שט לו בים זך ולפתע מצא חבורה נחמדה

аэродинамический
Jan Januszowski — ur. 1550 w Krakowie, zm. 30 listopada 1613 — Nowy karakter polski

nie ma typografii bez kaligrafii
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департамент точного машиностроения

intertekstualny
Dość błazeństw, żrą mój pęk luźnych fig!

טיפוגרפיה
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Tania Chacana
Chilean • University of Buenos Aires, Argentina

M

ila is a typeface designed for long texts and poetry.
It is a typographic approach to Vicente Huidobro’s
Altazor book which contains seven songs or chapters that
makes a transit from the rational to the abstraction.
It is a Roman humanistic typeface that tries to accomplish
legibility for small sizes.
It is accompanied by two weights: bold and light; and an
italic, which provides a more contrasted axis than the roman.

Trouée d’Arenberg

humanidad

LA CROIX DU SUD

vigoroza voz
diesen tanzenden Tränen
¡Qué verso!
QUELQU'UN CHANTAIT 1917
Es una familia para textos largos de prosa y poesía. Es un acercamiento tipográfico a la obra Altazor, de Vicente Huidobro. Compuesta
por siete cantos o capítulos que incia en un tránsito desde lo racional a lo abstracto.
Mila como familia tipográfica es una romana humanista que se encuentra con los requerimientos de legibilidad para cuerpos pequeños.
Acompañada de dos variables de peso: bold y light; y una variable de estructura itálica, que provee una modulación más contrastada.

nouvelle horizon nouvelle horizon
Que el verso sea como una llave Que abra mil puertas Inventa mundos

Que el verso sea como una llave Que abra mil puertas Inventa mundos

nouvelle horizon nouvelle horizon
Que el verso sea como una llave Que abra mil puertas Inventa mundos
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Que el verso sea como una llave Que abra mil puertas Inventa mundos nuevos y

— Mila una familia tipográfica —
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Teja Smrekar
Slovenian • Academy of Fine Arts and Design,
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

S

ilva is a typeface family developed as a part of a
diploma thesis at University of Fine Arts and Design
in Ljubljana. Its purpose is to be used as a text and display
face in a print edition of Anthology of Poetry of 100 young
Slovenian poets. It has calligraphic tendencies with a
contemporary feeling influenced by gothico-antiqua types of
letters.

▶▶smrekar.teja@gmail.com
▶▶@teja_s
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Thierry Fétiveau
French • GraphiCr�atis, Nantes & ESAD Amiens,
France

A

ndersen typeface refers to the Danish writer Hans
Christian Andersen, author of numerous tales. This
typeface is intended for use in children’s stories in general.
What makes Andersen different is its new punctuation
system. Indeed, in addition to classical glyphs, Andersen
has 15 totally new punctuation signs expressing feelings
(joy, anger, worry, love, fear). As in Spanish punctuation,
these glyphs are placed at the beginning and at the end of a
sentence to help the reader find the right tone.

▶▶thierry.fetiveau@gmail.com
▶▶www.thierryfetiveau.fr

Andersen
� Ah, maudit Aladdin, tu vas être puni comme tu le mérites �

���������������
� I’ve lost my way in this dark forest, and I’m alone �

ONCE UPON A TIME
Il était une fois dans un royaume lointain, une princesse qui se prénommait Isana ; elle avait perdu son
prince à la guerre, si bien qu'elle passait ses journées
entières à pleurer. Elle pleurait du matin au soir, tant
et si bien que le château était souvent inondé de
larmes. Sa tristesse touchait le peuple, et le royaume
était comme en deuil, lui aussi, dans une peine qui
semblait éternelle. De nombreuses personnes avaient

essayé de la consoler mais sans succès. Son père, le
roi, avait fait venir des savants du monde entier mais
aucun d'entre eux n'arrivait à la guérir de son mal.
Le roi avait même promis des montagnes d'or et la
main de sa fille à quiconque la sortirait de sa torpeur.
Mais les années passaient et Isana pleurait encore et
toujours. Un beau jour, un prince étranger du nom
de Josias, arriva au château et demanda à voir le roi.

�amor� & �ira�
� Grandmother, what big teeth you have got �

Bücher für Kinder
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Loire Headline – 2013

Thomas Kim
French • �cole de Communication Visuelle (ECV),
Paris, France

L

oire is a typeface revival inspired by a gothic
architecture book from 1925.
Two versions were designed with different terminals;
the second version proposes a straighter aspect.
Loire took its name from the Châteaux of the Loire, part
of French architectural heritage.

▶▶interlettrage@gmail.com

Iron Butterfly
AND THE GODS MADE LOVE

Feel Flows
GIMME SHELTER

Sí Seño�

Be�n�ue� St��ße

Tou� Ei��el

Fête n�tion�le
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William Montrose
German / us • University of Reading, UK

O

nim™ is a punch-cutting fantasy turned into Bézier
curves. A tribute to craftsmanship sans nostalgia.
Chunky elegant curves deriving from a broad scuffed
nib, worked into metal with gravers and files. Angular
calligraphic strokes cast into typographic solutions for
modern day book setting.

�im
The Bernstein Polynomial

אוחזק צטגלמץ
ירק ינצ ילממ אתפירח אתלפלפ אדח אבט

▶▶sansofnrk@gmail.com

Agony & Irony
un amour fou
I love you but I’ve chosen type

This highly crystalline metalloid
gives type metal its hardness and
a much better and sharper cast.
Crystalline in appearance it is
both brittle and fusible. Alloyed
with lead, antimony strengthens
the alloy and improves casting
parameters.
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המטאוליד הגבישי מעניק לאותיות המתכת
את קשיותן וצורה טובה וחדה יותר צורתו
הקריסטלית היא פריכה וברת התכה
בשילוב עם עופרת אנטימון מחזק את
הסגסוגת ומשפר את מדדי היציקה
אנטימון הוא מתכת שנוצרת באופן טבעי
בקרום כדור הארץ המוצר נמכר באופן
מסחרי בצורת חתיכות מתכת מאסביות
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british • University of Huddersfield, UK

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
@€£$%^& #({[*!.,
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
@€£$%^& #({[*!.,

StripeMinus

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKMNOPQRST
UVWXYZ
0123456789
@€£$%^& #({[*!.,

ExtraBold

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
@€£$%^& #({[*!.,

Bold

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
@€£$%^& #({[*!.,

SemiBold

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
@€£$%^& #({[*!.,

Regular

▶▶stripeprojekt.com
▶▶will@stripeprojekt.com

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
@€£$%^& #({[*!.,

Light

S

tripe is a geometric typeface built on a 900×900
grid, divided into 500 units from baseline for the x
height, 700 units from baseline for cap height and -200
units for descender line. The large x-height is over 55% of
the grid and over 70% of any character, to increase visual
size and ease legibility. All six weights have standardised
x-height and cap height.
StripeMinus is inspired by Brian Coe’s experimental
alphabet where he reduced lowercase letters to the
fundamental parts stopping just before the point of
illegibility. It was created using Stripe as the skeleton, and
drastic contrast between crucial and non-crucial elements of
each character to create a unique reading experience which
at first looks alien, but with a closer look and familiarisation
becomes readable.

Typeface: Stripe & StripeMinus
UltraLight

Will Smith

Designed and created By William Smith
M:
07794091155
W:
stripeprojeckt.com
@:
will@stripeprojekt.com
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Ying Tong Tan
Singaporean • Central St Martins, London, UK

L

ala is a typeface inspired by an anonymous photo of a
poster. Designed initially as a stencil typeface before its
digitisation, Lala is heavy in weight with painstakingly thin
cut lines to add contrast and movement.
Lala comes in solid and striped weights, each equipped
with regular, italic, and reversed (left slant). It is best suited
for large displays and words that will show its detailed
stripes, and its robust yet quirky character.

IN THAT
FIELD,
MUSHROOMS
ARE TO BE
FOUND IN
ABUNDANCE.
OH MY! THE
MUSHROOMS
____________________________________________striped italic

__________________________________________________striped regular

____________striped reversed

____________________solid italic

▶▶ytong31@hotmail.com
▶▶@theyellowtampon

▶▶theyellowtampon.tumblr.com

GO GAGA /
AND THEY GO
solid reversed

LALA.
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typeface LaLa / yingtong

tan
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creative director

printing

type

special thanks

Body text set in Lumen [p.47]

Dan Rhatigan

Ben Mitchell

Cover numerals set in Téras [p. 205]

paper

Interior: Accent Smooth

Cover: Colorplan vermilion
Supplied by G F Smith
www.gfsmith.com

Leycol www.leycol.com

James Fooks-Bale
Gerry Leonidas

Julián Moncada
Elena Veguillas
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